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SNOW with generally
cloudy weather is the
prediction for tonight
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THERE is little doubt ;f
that army and navy
officers regard "U.
piffle" as a rml
dreadnought.
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proper authorization from the government at Mexico City, and for this reason the mining industry in the north
was iu a state of stagnation.

TROOPS

ATTACK THE

BENEVOLENT MA

near Chihuahua.
repeated
They
stories told by earlier arrivals that
conditions in the Mexican city since
its occupation by General Francisco
were
Villa, the rebel commander,
such as to warrant the departure of
all foreigners.
A' story that a new revolution was
to be started against both Huerta and
Villa by Etnllio Vasquez Gomez was
not credited here. The supporters of
Coined have been constantly In evidence on the border and their issuance of a proclamation iu the name
of Gomez was regarded merely as a
repetition of former occurrences that
have ne,ver led to anything.
The newest proclamation promised
the support of General Orozco and
General Sala.ar, who are now in the
federal army, and of Felix Diaz, none
of whom are here, nor is the whereabouts of Gomez known here.t It was
said that Maximo Castillo, at present
operating with a band of bandits
south of the New Mexico border, was
to form tho nucleus of the new revolution.

OFFENSIVE

TIRED

MOVE

OF WAITING

TUTIONALISTS
PREPARE

ALL

JUAREZ

ON

QUIET

SOON

FOR CONSTI-

ATTACK, THEY
FOR WAR

IN

CHIHUAHUA

STORIES

OF MISTREATMENT
FOREIGNERS NO LONGER

ison-tract-

SIN

trict Attorney Whitman's inquiry into
FOUNDER

political graft. The witnesses under
subpoena were expected to supplement the story told yesterday by Anthony C. DouglasR, a tunnel builder,
that although tho lowest bidder, he
failed to get the contract for the conSMEARED struction of the Hudson river syphon
after he had refused to contribute to
a certain politician. '

OF GEORGE JUNIOR
IS REMOVED FROM
HIS OFFICE
,

HIS

CHARACTER

'

IS

CHARGED

WITH UNDUE INTIMACY WITH GIRLS DWELLING AT INSTITUTION

HYPNOTISM

ASSISTANT

HIS

ARE NUMEROUS

Ojinaga, Mexico, Dec. 18. The dispatch of large quantities- of rations
across the border from Presidio today,
following the receipt of urgent messages from the war department at
Mexico City, ordering General Salvador Mercado to take the offensive
against tho constitutionalists, gave
rise to a belief that the federal troops
which have been entrenched
here
tsince their retreat from Chihuahua
were! preparing to attack the Villa
forces
Mercado had previously stated that
unless the rebels attacked Ojinaga
booh the federals would leave for the
interior. lie then announced that he
would try to recapture Chihuahua, but
it is believed here that should he actually assume the aggressive he would
more likely move toward Juarez,
which is lees strongly defended than
it was before Villa took a large part
of his army to Chihuahua.
Some of the federal officers today
expressed the belief that the capture
of Juarez would be more advantageous to the federal cause than that of
Chihuahua, on account of the importance of the former place as a port
of entry.

INVESTIGATION.
IS CONCLUDED
Washington, Dec. 18. Secretaries
Garrison and Daniels today completed their report on the satiries at the
recent Carabao diunner conducted by
army and navy officers. It contains

In

mendation.

More than 50 witnesses
iu six
states were: examined with regard to
charges of loose living made against
George by three young women, former members qf the republic. The
oldest of these charges dated back
to 190-The most recent was several years old. The testimony was
unprintable and no verdict as to
whether the charges were proved
was rendered by the committee under
whose direction the investigation
was made.
Notwithstanding the board strongly
condemned the conduct of George in
dealing .with members of the republic,
and adopted 'resolutions ' recommend-- "
ing that no more girls be received at
the republic and that those now there
be speedily removed to other institutions.
A dozen other recommendations
concerning the administration of the
republic's affairs also were made.
George has not been actively connected with the republic for some
time. His retirement from the, .directorate of the national organization of
the republic, it is believed, is forecast
by the report.
The George Junior Republic was
founded by William R. George a a
harbor of ;refuge for bad boys. Its
pioneer members were the toughs of
the old Bowery, the youths who said
they "never had a chance." These
young men, under Geerge's directijSii,
governed themselves In the repubM
which he founded. George was a benevolent despot He was called
"Daddy" George by his proteges and
his chief aim, he has often said, was
to bring-- back to an, atmosphere of
home iiStrtitke wayward boysand
girls, afterward admitted who had
strayed.
j
Frdin the model at Freeville other
George Junior Republics were fashioned throughout the ocpuntry.
George is 47 years old. He has
been in poor health ror more than a
year. The report of the committee
to the board, which was adopted by
the board, utilizes to a large extent
the testimony of the 50 witnesses examined by the committee of the republic's trustees. Most of its recommendations'' concern the administration of the republic in the future. Of
George's conduct the report says, in
part:
"In view of certain confessions and
statements regarding his (George's)
exercise of hypnotic influence on the
citizens of the republic and his ad
missions of lapses of memory as tes
tified to before the joint committee
of the National Association of Junior
Republics, his presence in the institution Is clearly undesirable."
It was brought out in the course
of testimony taken iy the committee
of trustees that George had practiced
hypnotism to such 'an extent that he
cofliild hypnotize himself by standing
before a mirror. Ik was also test ifie J
that George frequently' hypnotized
members of the republic.
Among other criticisms, the committee pointed out that the republic
was considerably in debt, having, dur
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Hermos'illo, Sonoro,
Mexico, Dec. to QuerJido Mbheno, the Mexican forMine owners in the territory un- eign secretary, ami Nelson O'Shaugh-nessj-

18.

United

con-

der the control of the Mexican
stitutionalist government may resume
the operation of their ' properties
whenever they see fit It was announced' today 'by Ignaclo Bonillas,
secretary of industry in the Carranza
cabinet that if mining men desiring to
wrk mines located in the states of
Sonora, Chihuahua, Sinaloa and
would apply to th constitutionalist department of fomento, colonisation and Industry, located here,
they would receive the necessary permit to resume operation.
Under Mexican mining laws niln-in- g
property may not be worked until
formal1 permits to do so have been issued by the federal government It
was said that many Americans and
"
other foreign mining men holding
mentioned,
in
the territory
property
had found it Impossible to secure the
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v
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SHOOT VACATION

terest

Europe in order to meet the inon its obligations falljng due
in January have thus far been futile.
The Paris and London banks, which
took $20,000,000 of the loan authorized by the Mexican congress in the
spring, and an option on the unissued
remainder, decline to exercise their
option even for a few millions. The
Mexican minister of finance, Adolfo
De la Lama, now in Europe, brought
with him' authority from General
Huerta to intimate to the tanks here
holding the option that they must
either exercise it or surrender it. The
bankers refuse, to do either.
A threat has been conveyed to
them cautiously that their option may
be revoked, so that the unissued portion of the loan may be placed elsewhere. The bankers have replied resAmerican Ships Shifted
1 8.
Several olutely that the contract cannot be
Dec.
Washington,
American
warships revoked summarily, as Mexican credit
changes among
in Mexican, waters were ordered to- would be in a worse position after
a
than it was before.
day. The gunboat Wheeling will go such revocation
from Tampico to New Orleans, so her
Mexican Sq'dier Shot
crew may have shore leave. The gunPresidio, Tex., Dec. 18. An exboat Dolphin will move from Dominican waters to Mexico. The cruiser change of shots between Mexican
New Orleans has been ordered from and American Boldiers on the Ameri-saside of the line two miles west
the Puget Sound yard to relieve the
of
resulted In the death toPresidio,
at
cruiser Maryland
Topolobampo.
The battleships Connecticut and day of Luis Orozco, a federal regular
Kansas, detained at Guantanamo, from the army of General Mercado.
The Mexicans fired the first shots,
Cuba, on their return from the Mediterranean cruise, because
smallpox Orozco, who lived several hours, adon the Ohio, probably will proceed mitted after being shot that he and
for Vera Cruz within a day or two to his companions had crossed to the
and American side with a note and that
relileve the New Hampshire
Louisiana, which will sail north. J when they were halted by the AmeriIn the meantime the battleship can sentries they fired.
Michigan will remain on duty in the
Russian Minister Interested
Gulf until relieved by the Ohio, which
baa been ordered tot Charleston, S. Vera Cruz. Dec. 18. Th'8v Russian
minister to Mexico, Dr. Alexander De'
C, for fumigation.
'
Reports from Rear Admiral Fletch- Stalveski, conferred here today! for
some
with
John
Lind,
time
tbej perorder
er telling of the restoration of
at Tampico came to the navy depart sonal representative of President; Wilinent, which gave out this statement: son. The Russian diplomat is on his
"Wiring from the Tacoma at Tam- way to visit the Panama canal. He
Morro Castle for
pico 10 p. m. Wednesday, Admiral sailed on board ' the
Fletcher advises that quiet continues Havana.
in the city. A norther is blowing. He ,'iUt
reports also the German steamer
Mexico City,' Dec. 18 The report
Bremen has left for Vera Cruz. The
In the United States that
Bolivia
published
steamer
Hamburg American
a new note had been sent, by the Unitis remaining there."
ed States government to Provisional
President Huerta is untrue, according
Miners WiH Resume

GERMANY IS OBSTINATE
Berlin, Dec. 1 8. The collapse of the
German parliamentary movement in
favor of official participation in the

Panama Pacific exposition at San
Francisco was followed today by the
dissolution of the committee which
exhibhad formed a great
for
it. The bureau of information
those desiring to exhibit is to continue in existence, but otherwise the
scheme for a collective Gerr.im ex,

non-offici-

hibit. Is dead.
Tim bill introduced early in December in connection with an appropriation for the arrangement of an official German exhibit is not to be

brought up again for discussion.

TAKE

WILSON
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-
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Dec.

Washington,

18.

President

Wilson will give Ids first cabinet dinner tonight at the White House. A
lew invite! guesis outside the cabinet will be present,
them John
of New
Purroy Mitchel, mayor-elec- t
York.
The agreement to vote on the currency bill in the senate wit ti prospects of its being brought to, the presor
ident, for signature next Monday
Tuesday, have "ma;le Mr. Wilson's
plan for a vacation more definite. He
will leave Washington immediately
after the signing vt the bill and will
,

be jway.jtor irtyi.lwV ?wlf and
possibly three. It has not yet been
announced to what place the president will go, but the selection is said
to have been narrowed down to some
or
point on the Mississippi coast
Asheville,

N.

C.

Later it was officially announced at
the White House that the president
would take at least three weeks' vacation and that the diplomatic reception will be postponed to a date to
be announced later.
The president, accompanied by his
eldest daughter and his physician, Dr.
Cary T. Grayson, took a long automobile ride in the forenoon.
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VOMAN

DEFENDS

Accra ME

MRS. JASPER LYNCH HIRES LAW-- "
YERS "TO REPRESENT HER
'
FORMER EMPLOYE
' Toms
'Rivei, W. J. Dec.,
Morlarity," alias William J. LeShan, a
stenographer, was put on trial in the

supreme court today for the murder

of Mrs. Caroline c. Turner, the pretty wife of an employe on the Lake-woo- d
estate of George J. Gould. The
woman's mutilated body was found on
April 29, 1911, in a clump of pine
trees not far from her home.
Morlarity has no means, but the
wealth of his former employer, Mrs.

'
Lynch, a society1 woman of
Lakewood colony, has not been spared to defend him. In the cluster of
lawyers she has employed in his behalf, she sat today, directing and aiding them. Society women crowded
the little court room.

Jasper

TODAY IN CONGRESS.

Washington, Dec 1 8. Senate Met
at 10 a. in. and continued debate on
currency bill.
House Met at noon and debated
a bill to discontinue the federal government's payment of 50 per cent of
tho municipal expenses of the Dis-

trict

18,

CITY EDITION.

1913.

uieea

re-

HE IS SAID TO BE POSSESSOR OF certain recommendations, but whether it will lead to a reprimand or
REMARKABLE POWER OVER
court martial wa. not divulged. SecHIS CHARGES
retary Garrison expected to confer
late today with the president.
New York, Dec. 18. Removal of
William It. George from active participation in the affairs of the George
WILL
Junior Republic at Freeville, N. Y.,
founded by hiin more than ten years
ago, is recommended by the state
A
board of charities in a report adopted
by the board yestgrday afternoon,
and made public today. George's conduct is severely condemned. An in- THE PRESIDENT WILL
Huerta Short of Cash
LEAVE
WHEN THE CURRENCY BILL
Paris, Dec. 18. The efforts- of the vestigation begun more; than six
Mexican government to raise money months ago resulted in the recomIS SIGNED

OF

Dur-ang-

ing the past year, exceeded its
ceipts by about $22,000. -

INVESTIGATING GRAFT
18. The
York, Deo.
grand
jury heard further evidence today iu
s
connection with the awarding of
for the construction of 4he
Croton aqueduct, a new phase of Dis-

ACCUSED OF

Brewing
Paso, Tex., Dec. IS. A special
train bearing 500 more refugees from
Chihuahua reached El Paso today.
Among them were the employes of
industries owned by foreigners in and

MEXICAN SOLDIERS AT OJINAGA
LIKELY WILL TAKE THE

DECEMBER

'

Another Revolution

REBELS

THURSDAY,

New

Kl

MAY

i.

ii

of Columbia.

Colors Vj and Michigan minors' unions sent telegraphic appeals to the
rules committee for congressional investigation of strikes in those .states.

GOVERNOR ASKED

om.lf
"1

asueu

Ji.ll

Yvucil

ivoueti

h.vro44.tii.relt'ased trom jail.
can't answer mat uvw, "reAied

the governor.
In an lmsutnt there were hisses and
TO
caiCiuis trom some ot uie delegate.
Chairman Gross pounuea wnu nm
gavei and wnen omer nad Deen restored he apologized to tne t,oveinor
lor the demonstration.
jouu K. .Lawsou then added his
COLORADO FEDERATION
OF LA apologies to thobe of Gross, and reproved tne deieaaics ana spectators
BOR CALLS UPON STATE
who had joiuett. in the hissing.
EXECUTIVE
Attorney General i;red Farrar was
loudly cheered when, in response to
SAYS HE WILL INVESTIGATE questions as to the legal status of the
military, he said he had disagreed
with General Chase. He declared that
WILL DETERMINE WHETHER THE in his opinion the military commisOFFICERS ARE EXCEEDsion had exceeded its authority in
ING AUTHORITY
holding prisoners incommunicado.
Among the speakers were Mrs.
Adolph Germer, wife o a leading
WILL
UPH0LD
LAW mine worker official, who was arrestTHE
ed at Walseaburg after her husband's
and Lieutenant Governor
arrest,
DECLARES THAT HAS BEEN HIS
There were calls for State
POLICY IN THE PAST AND
Auditor Roady Kenehan but he did
WILL CONTINUE
not appear.

Diinr.i

THE

Congress May Investigate
Washington, Dec. 18. Democrats of
the house rules committee conferred
today over the prospective investigation of the Colorado coal strike and
the Michcigan
strike, but connions their demands for the abolition cluded to defer action.
of the military commission in the
Colorado strike zone and for the dismissal of certain militia officers ob- HITCHCOCK'S IDEAS
jectionable to the labor element. The
parade passed through the principal
HELTA HARD FATE
business section of the city.
the
Upon reaching
capital, the labor
delegates filed into the senate chamCURber, which had been set aside for HIS AMENDMENTS TO THE
'
RENCY BILL ARE TABLED
their reception. Governor Amnions
ALACRITY
WITH
and other state officers then entered
the chamber to hear the complaints
Washington, Dec. 18. Another mo- and demands of the convention. The
of the currency bill to
2
o'clock.
lasted
until
meeting
nearly
In his address to the delegates after permit ultuiiig house associations to
the formal presentation of their de- continue their present systems of
mands, Governor Amnions declared bank examination and report has
that he had steadfastly maintained been agreed on. Protests from clear
policy of enforcing the laws, and that ing house associations saying the usehe would continue to do so. He did fulness of the. associations would be
not agree to withdraw the state destroyed under the restrictions of the
troops from the strike zone, to abolish bill,: caused 'the change.
b'e' military co'SSSSoit 'iV3? td" dis
miss Adjutant General Chase, Major. with a limit of 15 minutes for eacn
Townsend and Judge Advocate Bough-ton- , senator. Senator Hitchcock"s proposagainst whom charges had been al to increase the gold reserve from
made by the labor delegates. He 25 to 45 ner cent was- tabled by a
agreed, however, to jnake a personal vote of 12 to 40.
Senator Bristow asked whether the
investigation of all charges and askto
ed the labor convention to appoint a democratic members had decided
Senator
committee to assist in this. The gov- drop deposits guarantee.
ernor declared that there was no in- Owen replied there was "nothing in
tention on the part of the state au- the rumor," that such a conclusion
thorities to try prisoners before a had been reached; but, he would not
military court, and that all prisoners say whether tho provision was to be
held by order of the military com-- j retained in the bill.
mission would be turned over to the
Another amendment by Senator
civil authorities at the earliest pos- Hitchcock to increase from $3,000,000
sible date. He declined, however, to to $5,000,000 the capital required for
state specifically when the prisoners each regional reserve bank, was ta
bled 43 to 40.
would be turned over.
When the meeting was called . to
With a limit on debate and the ma
McLennan
of
John
President
jority on hand to support the Owen
order,
the Colorado State Federation of La- bill, amendments were defeated with
bor, called upon Eli Gross, chairman rapidity.
One, proposing six banks
of the policy committee, to state the as a compromise between the eight
demands of the labor delegates. Gross of the Owen bill and the four of the
said that the resolutions adopted by Hitchcock plan, went to the table by
the convention last night' embodied
fvote of 43 to 30.
all the demands and complaints of Another Hitchcock amendment tnai
the labor men and" tlwr was no oc- farced a vote on the direct question
casion to enlarge upon them.
of whether the government: or vie
John R. Lawson of the United Mine banks should control the regional
Workers of America, said all the con- banks was also tabled. Senators Root
vention "wanted to know: was the
and Oliver, republicans, voted with
the governor with regard to the democrats. Senator Lane, dem
the military to the strike zone. Gov- ocrat, joined Hitchcock and the re
ernor Amnions then took the floor. publicans in its support.
Hitchcock's amendment
He began by saying that he had re-Senator
ceived many complaints regarding the proposing public ownership ot the
conduct of the militia from, various stock of federal reserve banks also
sources, and that arl were being in- was tabled by a vote of 41 to 27.
.
vestigated.
"My policy today, as it was and will
be in the future," he continued, "is
Ui-UlX.it-1.- .
tiki
to enforce the laws. If I had any v. .
other policy I should resign or he
made to do so. I don't say that I
ot
have-nmade mistakes. I tried to
the
strike in every honorable
prevent
way. I followed all suggestions that BARTENDERS GO ON A STRIKE;
OTHER UNIONS TO JOIN
might bring about a settlement.
THEM
"Things were so bad there was only
one thing for me to do, and that was
Cleveland, O. Dec 18. The griev
to send the troops. I went farther
than the law gave me power in keep- ance committee of tho Cleveland Fed
ing strikebreakers from being import- eration of Labor, empowered last
night to call a general strike, if neced.
"When I failed to settle the strike essary, met today to consider the
the only thing to do was to send the advisability of ordering all union em
troops, protect the credit of the state ployes of Cleveland hotels on strike
in sympathy with the waiters now
and enforce the law.
"T am not out for, office and will out If a general strike is ordered it
never run again, but I am going to do will call out union musicians, barbers,
carpenters,
painters,
my duty to the fullest extent, regard- - electricians,
lesa of what happens to me la the teamsters and baggagemen employed
at the host.elries. Union bartenders
future."
In the midst of the governor's ad are alreativ out.
difk-atic--
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TROY

HOTEL

TROOPS

Denver, Dec. 18. Delegates to the
state labor convention in session
here, to the number of several hun
dred, started at 10:30 o'clock this
morning to march on the state Capi
tol to present to Governor E. M. Am

CUTE

UUiiULmi LlilLIliS

REMOVE

Fitss-garral-

AD

1$ FRIGHTENED AWAY
THE PORTER, MANUEL.

INTRUDER
BY

GOMEZ

HE
J.

SECURES

ONLY

$3

A SANTA
F. ANDERSON,
FS.
BRAKEMAN, IS THE ONLY
VICTIM OF THE THIEF

HAVE

NO

OF THE
TO GIVE

EMPLOYES
UNABLE

CLUE

HOSTELRY

DESCRIPOF MARAUDER

TION

The Troy hotel, corner of Douglas.
and Grand avenues, was burglarized.,
this morning about 3 o'clock for
time within a week. The intruder was interruped in his work fcy
Manuel Gomez, porter at the hostelry
who was artfsed Jhen the man suit-l- y
opened the door leading into
Gomez
"Who
called;
ia.
there?" and the door was cioseti
uuickly but quietly. The porter got
into his clothing as rapidly as possible and went into the hall. Ha met
the thief, who, ho says, was carryins
a bunch of keys, and grappled with,
him. The burglar shook him'selc.
loose from Gomez's grasp and rat,
down the stairs and out into Uu
night.
Patrick Dowd, who occupies? a room
in the hotel. i!am out of his rucrs
just in time to see the burglar's legs
as they vanished, out the front door.
Dowd this morning expressed hlmsek
strongly as to what he could haw
done had he been cbl to to get hi.
hands ou the intruder.
Neither Dowd nor Gomez was abu
to g)e a .sood descuptum of tne lm
liotu- wrj mtuug in ius pun
gjfii',
that he is noi. a
Money to the amount of about $4
was taken from the pocket of the
trousers belonging to J. F. Anderson
who was occupying Room No. 12,
Anderson, who is a brakeman employed by the Santa Fe Railway cota-pan- y,
awoke this morning to find hia
trousers gone, together with his coat
and vest. Investigation showed that
the room had been entered during. th
night and the trousers and other
clothing taken to another room whero
they were rifled. The total loss, according to the information received
by the city officers, was about $3.
Chief of Police ijeu Coins
thi
morning stated that he had absolutely
no clue on which to work. He saisl;
"I thought yesterUay that the tliiet
who robbed the three hotels there th
first part of the week had left Um
city. I am now convinced that he diet
not leave yesterday but lingered to
pull off the stunt of hist night I am
certain that he has left the city ao.l
have wired authorities at both Albuquerque and Raton to keep a strict
lookout for any suspicious Character,
though I have little information as to
his description.'1
On account of the fact that th
burglar took nothing but money ia
each case, the officers have little
which to work.
tliti-secon-

his-roo-

ut

fipaniKh-Amern.'a-

cl-o-

CAMPBELL BURIED
Trini.iad, Colo., Dee. 1 S . Veterans
of the civil war today bore to the
grave the body of Brigadier General
E. L. Campbell, Gettysburg veterriii
and judge advocate on the staff ot
General Meade, who died at his hoiatt
here November. 27. I A heavy fall el
snow and inclement weather
forced'
a postponement of the funeral fov
nearly three weeks. General CatfiphfeS
was buried with full military hoonr.
and members ot the United SpaafcH
War eVtei-anfired a salute 8 art.
sounded taps-athe grave.
GENERAL

DOM 3 WRECKS A HOUSE
18. Whidows
Dec.

Chicago,

of a
buildings within a
were shattered early this w-when a tomb was tloiVd li'il.-.-front porch of a
ff.
v
tmiUing in Wtst
iwmi'js old Kitty
injuring a
'

1--

wredvhis:

K

'.

Three l!al;;

;i

house.
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STATE

IM

PAY

SALARIES FOR
A
WILL
AUDITOR FINDS REVENUE
TO AL.
NOT BE SUFFICIENT
LOW COMPENSATION

Santa Fe, N. M Dec. IS. The
county officers of New Mexico are np
longer alone in the short pay game.
The big brass collars who wear the
insignia of state office are in an
equally bad if not a worse predicament as far as the little monthly
stipend goes, according to a statement
given out by State Auditor Sargent,
who has been doing some close figuring during the past few weeks to see
just where the state is going to get off
under Us existing financial conditions.
During the last quarter tho state officers were allowed 70 per cent of the
money due them for their arduous la.
foors in behalf of the people. During
the coming 12 months, according to
the auditor, the pay is not likely to
exceed 70 per cent a head, for any
one month, even if every cent of
taxes levied be paid into the treasury.
The situation is one to cause not
only regret and embarrarssmout to
the state, but very serious embarrassment to the state officers, many of
whom are riot wealthy men and who
depend on their salaries for not only
livelihood but the diversions such as
marbles and other
solo, Jj(ing-pongames which make life in the capital
endurable.

With the state auditor who has to
issue the warrants the situation Is no
Joke. Mr. Sargent, according to his
statement, finds that even though the
state's assessment remain at 90 million dollars, to which it was boosted
by the board of equalization, the levy
of three mills for salaries, militia and
miscellaneous expenses will yield only
$270,000,. if every cent is paid in. An
allowance of at least 15 per cent
must be made for delinquencies and
of eight per cent for county officers'
commissions, leaving a total to be
expected of $200,000. with which to
meet $10,000 for the militia, $58,000
for miscellaneous appropriations and
$194,650 for salaries. The militia we
have always with us and likewise the
miscellaneous expenses and the auditor has not stated his opinion as to
ii?t "where the state officers will get
(off.
CHILDREN

WHO ARE

SICKLY

Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their children,
should never be without a box of
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, for use throughout the season. They break up colds, relieve
feverishiiess, constipation, teething
headache and stomach
disorders,
tdoubles. Used by mothers for 24
years. THESE POWDERS NEVER
FAIL. Sold by all drug stores, 25c.
Don't accept any substitute. Sample
mailed FREE. Address, Allen S.
OlmHted, Le Roy, N. Y. Adv.
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Sailor PetroBkey, vs. Leo Benz, 12
rounds, at Butte, Mont.
Noah Brusso vs. Patsy DeLucca, 12

rounds, at Lawrence, Mass,
Phil Brock vs. Matty Baldwin,
rounds, at Akron, O.
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HOLD

MEETING

IN

CANIAL
CONSIDERABLE OF THE SESSION
IS DEVOTED TO CONGRAT-ULATIN-

OFFICERS
of yesterContinuing
day the assessors and county commissioners met jointly this morning at
9 o'clock, were in cession all morning
and are. still in session this afternoon,
says yesterday's Santa Fe New Mexican.
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
and State Audi Lor William G. Sargent,
tho only members of the state board
of equalization in the oity, met with
the joint session this morning, and the
one tone most predominant was that
There
of uniformity and
is no doubt that the mutual understanding resulting from tho exchange
of vlewp this morning will be very
helpful In the future worn of all
parties concerned. A resolution was
passed thanking Mr. Lucero and Mr.
Sargent for their attendance and advice, and also regretting the fact that
the other members ef the state board
were not In the city also.
Yesterday afternoon the county
commissioners elected officers for the
coming year, Harvey M. Shields of Coto the
lfax county being
presidency, and J. F. Findlay of Dona
Ana county being elected for secretheir-session-

tary.

In the' assessors' meeting officers

NORMAL MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS
TO GIVE A CONCERT AT BROWNE
and from reports received from that
place, were the best organizations of
their kind at that meeting.
Tomorrow night will be ttietr first
appearance in public here. Numerous
requests have been mde lor their appearance, but. it was not possible to
arrange fur a concert until this week.
Doubtless all Las Vegans will attend,
as this is a treat not to be passed up.
rwrt ric, club, under the direction
Tho proceeds of this affair will go of Mis Cornelia Murray, includes the
Lutoward tho expenses of the recent following people: Sopranos .Miss
.Miss Marie
Clement,
when
the
Clement,
cy
to
taken
Albuquerque
trip
orchestra and glee club attended the Miss- Kuth Conrad, Miss Gladys
Miss I'hebe Hart. Miss Louise
state meeting of tho New Mexico
association. The expenses Jaramillo, Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss
were considerably over what had been Mercedes. Hays, miss Helen .yiyes,
expected and fherefoie It. is neces- Miss Alina Pocliel, .Miss Louise Wells.
.
sary that this entertainment be giv-n- Altos Miss Vivian Hedgcock, Miss
Both orchestra and glee club Prances .Myers, Miss Kva 'Cook, Miss
made decided hits at the Duke City, Sadie Tooker. Miss Caroline Green- -

nislit at the Browne
'theater Ijis Vegans will be offered a
most unusual musical treat in connection with motion pictures when the
and
New Mexico Normal orchestra
pice club will give an enteriulnmcnt.
Three reels of moving pictures will
"be shown, in addition lo the musical
numbers that are to be given by the
Tomorrow

Car-roo-

f

if.
!

berger, Miss Opal Jones, Miss Ethel
Harper, Miss Rose Kellogg, Miss Gladys McVey, Miss Hazel Webb, Miss
Tenors Mr.
Mildred MeMnhon.
Urown, Mr. Russell Linberg, Mr.
Frank II. J I. Rollers, Jr., Mr, Roy
Thomason, Mr. O. L. 'Hargrove. BassosMr. Doyle Barnett, Mr. Howard
Petersen, Mr. Volney Poulson, and
Mr. Benjamin Madrid.
Tho orchestra, under the direction
of Miss Marguerite Cluxton, is composed of the following people: First
violin, Miss Marguerite Cluxton and
Mr. Edward llite; second violi,n, Miss
Yola Hixeubaugh;
clarinet, Mr. VolHoward PeterMr.
flute,
Poulson;
ney
sen ; first. cornet,Raymond Robb; second cornet, Paul Marselle; trombone,
Mr. LeRoy Brown: bass, Mr. Frank
Condon;
accompanist. Miss Ethel
Harper; drum and bells, John Cook.
Le-Ro- y

.1,1
- . .
$

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

for the ensuing year were selected
by the
of both president
and secretary, Guy H. Herbert of
Chaves county, and Fred B. Heyn of
Bernalillo county respectively. Representatives from the traveling auditor's office also met wJth the assessors yesterday and the new tax schedr
ulea for 1914 were discussed with the
idea, of securing vnitormity In the
assessing in the various counties.
In all, 16 of the'26 counties of the
state are represented In the joint
meeting today, and those counties represent over $60,000,000 o the $91,000,-00- 0
of the assessed valuation of the
state. The representation by counties
4s as follows;
Bernalillo Fred B. Heyn, assessor
Shaves Guy H. Herbert, assessor.
Colfax Harvey M. Shields, county
commissioner, and George W- - Gillespie, assessor.
Dona Ana John F. Findlay, county
commissioner.
Eddy Roy Waller, assessor, and C.
W. Beeman, county commissioner.
Grant James A. Shipley, assessor,
and Van T. Manville, county commissioner.
Guadalupe Pedro Romero, asses- -

PRACTICAL GIFTS FOR

HRIS'TMA

FOR MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN
We are showing an unusually large and attractive line of useful and
practical articles especially suitable for gifts.
Also an excellent variety of Christmas Novelties including the newest
and best ideas of the season. Look over our line before making your selectionsyou will find many things to interest you.
Here are a few suggestions

For Hen

Luna J. A, Stump, assessor, and
Hubbard, commissioner.
Gus Mijlholland,
N. Sanchez,

assess-

deputy

as-

sessor.

F

t

GLEE

Dishes
Coats
Work Boxes
Air Guns
Furniture Sets

Caps

Blocks
Moving Picture Machines

interesting toy on the market
DECEMBER.

Continues until the .evening of Dec. 24

T

EVERYTHING ONE THIRD OFF
SHOES, TOYS. DOLLS, HOLIDAY GOODS AND A FEW RESTRICT- T
J. ED LINES OVER WHICH WE HAVE NO CONTROL.
kVw - PX
A-

X

SALE PRICES FOR CASH ONLY
-

STORE

Tenders Payment
The Santa Fe railroad has tendered
the sum of $1,733.45 to the collector
of San Juan county in payment of
that company's taxes for 1912 in that
county, but thy iVder has been refused, since the 1912 assessment was
supposed to be made on full valuation
and it ds contended that the amount
should be something like; ?5,300. It is
believed that the matter will be compromised 'very soon
Bar Examination
The next bar examination will be
held January 13 and 14, according to
a decision by the bar examiners. It
is said there are several applicants
who will take the examination.
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CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00
'

1 1

f--

'

-

W.J

Frank. Springer,

"

t.

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

r

"

E.

LAb VKGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Figures compiled 5y the state educational department show a paid
membership in the New Mexico Educational association of 1,248, and almost
without exception they were at the
Albuquerque meeting. The teachers
enrolled in the association by counties
13 as follows: Bernalillo 200, Chaves

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANE

Curry 28, Dona Ana

-

CAPITAL STGQIi

-

030,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM.

G.

HATDON.

President

H. W, KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS.

PUipSllEIIT

Vice President

.

Treasurer

Interest Paid On Deposits

CLUB

Of Mrs. Cnappell,

Dolls
Books

QREEN 1A.G SALE

25.

NORMAL.

Gloves and Mittens

OUR, ANNUAL

Eddy 13, Grant 47, Guadalupe 60,
Lincoln 19, Luna 33, McKInley 29,
Mora 41, Otero 46, Quay 40, Rio Arriba 62, Sandoval 26,' San Juan 5,
San Miguel 107, Santa' Fe 92, Sierra
9, Socorro 79, Taos 52, Torrance E2,
Union 21, Valencia 61. Unclassified

THE

Toys

The most instructive as well

publican.

SEVERE

Gloves

American Model Builder for Boys
.s

Sierra Max L. Kahler, assessor,
and F. M. Bojorquez, commissioner.
Torrance Antonio fiulazer, assessor.
Valencia Eugene Kumpenicn, commissioner.
Helps West Side
The inclusion o.f the state of Arizona and that part of western New
Mexico between the state ldne and
Albuquerque in the California advertising division of the Santa Fe railroad is an important step in the tremendous publicity campaign that will
be waged soon by tho advertising and
colonization departments of that company. This announcement was made
here yesterday by C. J. Birchfield,
advertising manager for the Santa Fe
offices in Los Angeles, and under the
new system, publicity boss of all
the territory mentioned. Phoenix Re-

69,

Sweaters
Headwear
Fur Sets

Boudoir

Slippers

or.

Colfax

Neckwear
Handkerchiefs
Hosiery
Bathrobes

Slippers
Toilet Sets
Parisian Ivory Articles

commissioner.
Santa Fe Teleforo Rivera, assess-

17,
25,

For Children

Mufflers
Knitted Scarfs
Sweaters
Fur Sets
Lace Lingerie

Gloves
Mufflers

Quay Ira J. Briscoe, assessor, and
W. B. Rector, commissioner.
San Miguel Fidel Ortiz, county

N. M. E. A. Membership

'

For Women

Ties and Handkerchief Sets
Neckwear
Shirts
Handkerchiefs
Bathrobes
,
Smoking Jackets
Socks
Shaving Sets
Gillette Safety Razor
Desk Sets
Smoking Sets

C. L,

McKuiley
or.
Mora P.

18, 1913.

of Fi?e Yeari'

Standing, Relieved by Cardai

--

Mt. Airy, N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Chap- of this town, says: "1 suffered for
fiell
years with womanly troubles, also
Btomach troubles, and my punishment
was more than any one could tell.
I tried most every kind of medicine,
but none did me any good.
I read one day about Cardui, the woman's tonic, and 1 decided to try it. (
had not taken but about six bottles until
1 was almost cured.
It did me more
good than all the other medicines I had
tried, put together.
My friends began asking me why I
looked so well, and 1 told them about
Cardui. Several are now taking it."
Do you, lady reader, suffer from any
of the ailments due to womanly trouble,
such as headache, backache, sideache.
sleeplessness, and that everlastingly tirea
feeling?
If so, let us urge you fo give Cardui a
trial. We feel confident it will help you,
as it has a million other women in
(ust
past half century.
You
Begin taking Cardui M '7-

i

New Judge Coming
John H. Cotterall, federal district
judge from Guthrie, Okla., will sit in
the local federal court Friday, when,
it understood, that James A. Garfield, former secretary of the interior,
will present certain matters.
Other
matters may also be presented at this
time.
McKinley County Roljls Here
The McKinley county tax rolls arrived today, while letters received by
the traveling auditor state that Taos
county is on the road and: Lincoln
county's rolls will be here before the
week Isi out.
Enters New Mexico
The Calumet Commercial company,
an Arizona corporation, capitalized
at $2,000,000, has been granted permission to enter New Mexico. The
concern's agent In this tate is Vance
Carrothera of Florine, N. M.
1

-

won't regret

THE NORMAL ORCHESTRA

it

All druj;u'-

HEIR TO THRONE 50 YEARS OLD
Vienna, Dec. 18. All the newspa-

pers of Vienna today devoted leading
articles to the fiftieth anniversary of
the birth of Archduke Francis Ferdinand, heir presumptive to the throne.
In general" the tone of the comments
was exceedingly friendly and reflect

There

Gas In the stomacn comes from food
which haa fermented. Get rid of this
badly digested food as quickly as possible If you would avoid a bilious at

5ss

ed the change in sentiment that
the
attitude of the people towards the
archduke had undergone in recent
years. The favorite impression made
by Francis Ferdinand and his wife on
the occasion of their recent visit to.
King George, as evidenced by the
comment of the London papers, has
pleased the people of Austria and increased their esteem for the heir to
the throne.

Subscribe lor The Optlo.
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Writtlt- - Chattanoon Medicine Co., Ladies'
Advisory Dart.. Chatlanooea.
Term., for Smioi
Mitructimt on your casa and o4 i..- - book. "Horns
i reatmait for Women," in plain wrapper. N.C. 1 24

tack; HERBINE3 is the remedy you
It cleanses and strengthens the
stomach, liver and bowels, and restores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

need.

THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO III ONE DAY,

Always remember the full name. Look
for this signature on every box. 25c
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GIVE A PLAYERS GETTING

IN TOPNQTCil

CHRISTMAS
PROGRAM
HIGH SCHOOL LITERARY SOCIETY
INVITES THE PUBLIC TO

ATTEND
afternoon at the high
ncliool the Orio. literary society will
exgive Its Christmas program. The
the
assembly
in
orcises will occur
room and promise to be entertaining.
The faculty as well as the members Qf the society have issued a cordial Invitation to the public to attend
thi program aid also all the programs that are given at the school.
The program is as follows:
Violin Solo Thelma Cowan.
Essay Alta Cravens.
Recitation Virginia1 Floyd.
Song Girls' Quartet. (Misses Van
Petten, .Wells, Connell and Sands.)
Recitation Lillian Horton.
Essay Grace Mahon.
Talk Anna Mayer.
Piano Duet Jessie Wood, Rather-i- n
Seelinger.
Talk Allen Papen.
Farce, "Taking the Censius in
Tomorrow

Bin-Tille- ."

Vocal Solo Ruth Neafus.
Castle News Chella Van Petten,
Ruth Nahm.

INDICATIONS ARE THAT NEWTON
WILL HAVE TO GO SOME
TO BEAT VEGAS

J

WHILE THE

The practice held last night at the
armory by the Y. M. C. A. basketball
squad was the best workout of the
winter. Every man who appeared in
uniform was in fit condition and
showed up unusually well.
Physical Director De Marais this
morning stated that it is impossible
to announce the lineup of the team
that will play Newton, as a large number of men are showing up well in
practice and displaying form that
possibly will place them on the first
team squad. The squad will practice
every night this week and Monday
and Tuesday evenings Qf next week.
On Wednesday of next week a short
signal practice will be held. This
will end the preparations, as the game
is to be played Thursday afternoon.
The officials for this game have not
been chosen, but will be the best obtainable In the city. As the Newton
team cannot bring its own official
special precaution will be taken to
secure the most capable arbiters in
the city.
For the benefit of the fans a big
score board will be placed in the armory so that every person may know
at all points in the game the exact
standing of the two teams.
The afternoon's sport will start at
2 o'clock with a preliminary basketball game. The business men's volleyball game will follow that and then
will come the big event of the afternoon, the Newton-La- s
Vegas contest.
The ticket sale has. been fair thus
far, and promises to be big within
the next few days. As this will be the
biggest game that has ever been
played in this city and as the players
on the local team are supposed to be
the fastest ever organized1 into one
aggregation, no doubt the business
men and fans will respond heartily in
buying tickets and attending the
game.
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Cure Your Cold While You Can
More real danger lurks in a cold
than in any other of the minor ailments. The safe way la to take
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
rid yourself of the cold as quickly as
possible. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.

SCHOOL

FUND NOT

TO GO FOR ROADS
SUPREME COURT REFUSES TO
THE MONEY INVESTED
IN

HIGHWAY

OR-DE-

BONDS

Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 18 In the
famous state treasurer case, in which
it was sought to compel O. N. Mar-rostate treasurer, .to invest the
principal of the permanent school
fund in the bonds of the state highway commission, the supreme court
denied the writ of mandamus asked

3

I

i

The Man Who Neglects Himself
When his condition points to kidney
trouble takes an unwise risk. Backache, pain and soreness over the kid
neys, nervous or dizzy spells, poor
sleep, are all symptoms that will dis
appear with the regular use of Foley
for..
The decision has been awaited Kidney Pills. They put the kidneys
the
and
with a great deal of interest,
and bladder in a clean, strong and
Important parts of the case art given healthy condition. O. G. Schaefer,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
below:
,
vs.
New
Mexico,
relator,
of
State
ON POTATO EMBARGO
O. N. Marron, treasurer, respondent, HEARING
IS. Secretary
Dec.
Washington,
Santa Fe county.
This is a proceeding in mandamus Houston conducted a hearing at the
to compel .the investment of the per- offices of the department of agriculmanent school funds of he state in ture today on the subject of the pro
the state highway bonds. Writ de- posed embargo on all foreign pota
toes commencing January 1 next. Such
nied.
an embargo is In effect at present
Syllabus by the Court
the British Isles, Germany,
against
of
permanent
the
1. The deposit
and
school fund of the state in interest Austria Hungary, Newfoundland
of
and
Islands
the
Pierre
Miquelon.
the
under
bearing deposits in banks,
It is now proposed to extend the em
provisions of Joint Resolution No. 14,
to all other foreign countries,
the
of
bargo
Laws of 1913, is an investment
the
being based' on the beproposal
of
that
term,
the
meaning
same within
a
lief
that
general quarantine Is nec
as used in the enabling act and the
to prevent the intrO'
order
in
essary
constitution.
into the United States of the
2. - Whether the word "securities" duction
as used in the enabling act and the powdery scab and other diseases
would seriously affect the po
constitution is not limited to public which
tato
which
of
production of the United States
obligations for the payment
A wide variety of opinions on the
not
is
available,
is
the taxing power
the
decided because its decision is not quarantine were expressed by
growAmerican
potato
this
of
representative
determination
accessary to a
and bureau Inase, and is not discussed by counsel. ers, potato importers
attended
the hearing.
inwho
14,
spectors
No.
3. Said joint Resolution
were
the
of
'of
The
importers
majority
the
deposit
as
it requires
sofar
foron
a
all
ban
that
of
the
the
opinion
these funds in banks, Is beyond
was unnecessary and
potatoes
void.
eign
and
legislative power
could be met satis
4. The governor, secretary of state that the situation
a system of
to
introducing
by
factorily
have
power
and attorney general
the
at
either
receiving or
eliminate by means of disapproval any inspection
also
A
the
suggestion
point.
shipping
of
investment,
given form or forms
the danger would be
offered
was
that
treasurer
state
the
and thereby bring
if American growers
to one single form of investment, and greatly lessened
man- and shippers were prohibited from usto
is
subject
he
in such event,
which had predamus to perform all acts necessary ing second hand bags
of pocontained!
he
shipments
Whether
viously
same.
to accomplish the
abroad. The powdery
does not possess discretion, as to the tatoes from
which he scab, which is the chief disease
safety of the investment,
of control threatening this country, is said to
exercise
independent
may
because be scattered easily through the use
byi mandamus not decided,
of second hand bags and quickly
involved.
not
all sections of the country.
manreaches
of
5. The alternative writ
the most interesting points
of
One
and
examined
case
damus in this
out at the hearing was the
found to be inadequate to Justify the brought
fact that Bhould all foreign potatoes
issurance of a peremptory writ.
those of CanFrank W. Clancy, attorney general, be prohibited, including
American
of
potatoes
the
price
for
ada,
for the state. Francis E. Wood,
would probably increase fully BO per
respondent.
within two weeks."
Opinion by Judge Parker, Chief Jus- cent
tice Roberts concurring especially,
Bumped Up Against the Real Thing
.Judge Hanna concurring.
"I think I have bumped up against
the real thing in Chamberlain's TabNot Beyond Help at 87
g
bladder weakness, lets," writes D. R. Thomas, of Tidl-outstiffness la Joints, weak, inactive kidPa. "They do the worii and
are
ney action and rheumatic pains, Mrs.
no unpleasant reaction." In
cause
all evidence of kidney trouble.
cases
of
Taunconstipation when pills aud
47
SL,
Walnut
E.
A.
Dean,
Mary
are used, their use
my
have
"I
cathartics
passed
saline
writes:
ton, Mass.,
7th birthday, and thought I was be- is often followed by constipation, as
yond' the reach of medicine, but Foley they take so much water out of the
Kidney Pills have proved most beneefficial In my case. O. G. Schaefer, system. On the other hand the
so
is
Tablets
Adv.
Chamberlain's
of
fect
Red Cross Drug Store.
Sleep-disturbin-
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FREE with a 90c Glass Humidor of TUXEDO Tobacco
TUXEDO is unique in

every way.
r

ing Cards is made to call special attention to TUXEDO
as a "Home Smoke."
These Congress Cards, made by the U. S. Playing Card Co., are the recognized world's standard,
sold everywhere for 50c. The exquisite back designs,
clear, artistic faces and heavily gilded edges are a
;ard layer The texture or feel ofi
delight to ev
uy any ouicr cam
Congress Cards 13 i.oi,

One desirable,

feature is the fact that you can smoke
Tuxedo where ladies are present, knowing absolutely
that they, as well as .yourself, will enjoy its delicate,
aromatic fragrance. This free offer of Congress Play
exclusive

p
t

it

lit

it

T;

YOU CAN BUY TUX20O
EVERYWHERE
Curved Tin - - 10c
Convenient Poucti Ec
CIae Humidor 50c e.v.6. SOc

f;
i

i
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The Perfect Tobacco for Pips and Cljarctls

Our confidence that TUXEDO will delight
everyone is based cn the solidest, sanest of
reasons it is absolutely different from all other
tobaccos'.
That isn't just an opinion, it's a fact.
TUXEDO is made from the very. best
BURLEY leaf Kentucky grows. After this leaf
is, ripened, cured and aged until it is mild,
mellow and fragrant, ue go a step further.
the original "Tuxedo Process"
known only to ourselves and does two things.
It removes absolutely every trace of sting and
bite, and developes a certain extra delicacy of
fragrance which the smoker and those about
him notice with equal pleasure.

That step
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Look for Free Offer sign n
a dealer window today nr. J
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avoid disappointment.

3 supply of CONGRESS
obtain
CARDS and cannot
more. Get a 90c Glass
TUXEDO
ask for the FREE pack
of
and
Humidor
EZZS
of CONGRESS PLAYING CARDS.
THE AMERICAN
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SPECIAL NOTICE TO DEALERS:
agreeable and so natural that you do
not realize that It has heen produced
by a medicine, and no reaction follows
their use. For sale by all dealers.

Air.
GALLOWS

AWAIT

SPENCER

Wheaton, 111., Dec. 18. Seated In
his cell in the Dupage county Jail,
Henry Spencer, the convicted mur
derer of Mrs. Mildred Allison-Rexroalistened unconcernedly today to the
noise of the hammer and saw wielded
by Sheriff Kuhn and his assistants as
ihey completed the work of erecting
the scaffold upon which Spencer Is
to be hanged. The execution will
take place tomorrow morning, mles3
t,

the intervening hand of the supreme
court i3 stretched out at the eleventh
hour to deny the noose Its victim.
Permits to witness the execution
have heen issued to a score or more
Sheriff Kuhn will spring
Ltersons.
the trap himself. The hanging will
be the first in the mPaiory of the
oldest inhabitant of Dupage county.
The execution of Spencer will ea
tabllsh someihing of a record for
speedy justice in this section of Illinois. Less than three months have
elapsed since the mutilated! body of
Mrs. Eexroat was found on the tracks
of the interurban railway near the
village of Wayne this county. Ten
days after the cr!me Spencer was ar

imi
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TOBACCO COMPANY
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WE WANT EVERY DEALER IN LAS VEGAS TO BE SUPPLIED WITH THESE
CONGRESS
PLAYING
CARDS. ALL DEALERS WHO HAVE NOT YET SECURED A SUPPLY OF THESE PLAYING CARDS CA"M
DO SO BY CALLING AT TUXEDO HEADQUARTERS,
CASTANEDA HOTEL.

rested in Chicago and confessed to
the murder, admitting that he had lured the young woman to the lonely
spot and there shot and choked her
to death for the money and Jewels
she had on her person. The confessed murderer was placed on trial on
November 10 and on November 29
was sentenced to death.
Lame back may come from overwork, cold settled in the muscles of
the back, or from disease. In tiie two
former cases the right remedy la
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
It
should' be rubbed In thoroughly over
will
be
the affected part, the relief
prompt and satisfactory. Price 3c,
50o and f 1.50 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
--

RICHEST BABY HAS BIRTHDAY;
18. Vinson
Dec.
Washington,
Walsh McLean, the one hundred million dollar baby, reached his fourth
birthday anniversary today. Baby
McLean Is destined if he lives to le-coone of the richest men in America, for eventually fce will inherit t've
many millions that a; a
ly
w.,iiC Si, c-bis grandfatuer, jon-well as the bulk of ik. C" Jrrr.ons f ,e- tune left by his mateial
the late Thomas F. Walhh, t' a ttlti-- l
miiionaire mine owner. Ti j
'i I
an
ef
is
mu.h.
heir
ob'wt of
always
tention when he appears in purjlie in
, v
this city. He has no J V
the exception cf a I l v o 1

in years; to come is to act a .s
valet and personal attendant,
education of the one hundred m
baby is being conducted wkii
mala idea p making him a r:
boy.
who
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humorists are likely to
draw a terrific raking. These little
boats havebIown already a terrlfical
ly unexpexea.flarebacfc
ESTABLISHED 1379.
We are reminded that all life is
really sofer.imis ttiat it's a joke, ad
Published by
it is because iii fa'sach a' joke that it
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
is so serious a matter. Thus we see
(Incorporated.)
why it is sad to see a dog chase his
tail around and aronad expecting to
catch up with It .... vl,, '
W M. PADGETT...
.Editor.
So closely does seriousness cleave
to folly, that he who undertakes to
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stored at the poetofflce at East and
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through tha.rUjiited States into the
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p.:.i.'!s aa second das matter.
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.watertight ness is surprising. Kidney and blad-de- r by Berlin,
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thai the financial condition of New for nothing else but those two chil- subdivision below the lower member
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sending
inference tne auditor tells us
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e
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Christmas Shopping is rendered a plea
"I have not, of course, tried to work
commutation of sentence in the
from the implication. Albuquerque
case of William F. Cook, who i un but all the details for such ft ship.
Herald.
sure and
a task.
i
der (sentence to be electrocuted in the What I have done is intended to be
Guarding Agalnsts Croup
o
The
is
best
croup
safeguard
against
ii
".
state penitentiary here next Tuesday. suggestive. A vessel built to carry a bottle of
Foley's Honey and Tar
AN ERA OF HIGH
Cook was convicted of the murder of out correctly such a suggestion would, Compound in the house. P. H. GInn,
SERIOUSNESS
I am sure, be practicallyan unsinkable MIddleton, Ga., writes: "My children
his wife and- Man,
to croup, easily
ship and, with all her fire mains con are very susceptible
uicy stamora. ine enine was
VVJrja
catch cold. I give them Foley's
Give?,
What's piffle? All of a sudden in
25 last at the home trolled from the interior of the upper
and Tar Compound and in
She midst of other serious considera- of the Cooks in the town of Symrna deck. It would hardly be possible for Honeyinstance
they get prompt relief
every
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tions the nation
to telle up 20 miles from this city.. The evi a fire to' gain great headway. The and are soon cured. We keep it at
rOie question;' "When 'is piffle piflleY' dence Indicated ihati the1 rwoinan had double'
croup." 0. G.
tipper deck would offer many home and prevent
Drug Store.'r
The distinguished secretary of state been beaten to death with a hickory vantages iS'case of fire. The fire Schaefer, Red Oos-Adv,
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Cook himself 1 announced mails',' 'probably1 six in number, would
oi the government that battleships are the discoverey iof the crime, declaring alf be installed between "these decks
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Kot la fight with, that swords should that he had found the bodies of his and vertical pipes ' Worn these mains
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9'loves of peace are more to be de- adjoining room, when he awoke the size and number proportiohaTe" Co the
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v'-not possibly occur beglosses over their own gloom.
Major General Thomas H. Barry,
Roanoke, Va., Dec. 18.Mrs. W. F. a fire could
" t, in their levity they have dared Hess
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of thlscity and P. Kent Reid tween the upper decks, and
",j mat the cause of their discontent of Covmgtun.were placed on trial here space is well! ventilated, no part of with headquarters at Governors Isi
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CUT ;
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for fire General J. Franklin Bell, who will rethe
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Major General William II. Carter,
now
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Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Romalne. Adv.
W. C. Carman of Albuquerque Was

a business visitor here today.

Parish came in last night from
Albuquerque for a brief business visit.
R. W. Sterling of Denver came in
yesterday evening for a short business irisit.,
J. W. Bow den of Trinidad was a
commercial visitor in Las Vegas
R, A.

-
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Open savings accounts with this bank in the names of those persons you wish to re
member, and let your holiday gilts be represented by the passbooks.
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Feature, Tanhouser Drama.
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Two-Re-
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SUNBEAM COMPANY WILL MAKE
' SPECIAL MACHINE FOR INDIANAPOLIS EVENT

American Drama.
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of 107.95 miles at'BrooRlands, Is urgbusiness visitor here today. He eame
ed for the next Indianapolis
in last night.
his stay here who wlill be glad race by a group of English racing enduring
Mrs. Jan van Houten of Raton was
to welcome him back to Las Vegas.
thusiasts. Jean' Cliassaghe, who con
' C. H.
a visitor with friends and relatives in
Gaunt, general manager of ducted the Brooklahd Bpace eating
Get busy before our stock
Las Vegas yesterday.
the Pacific division of the Western performance, has the" call as driver.
was
is exhuasted
Union Telegraph company, passed
Edgar Larson of Los Angeles,
It is the idea of the Britons, it is
ab usiness visitor here today. He
through Las Vegas this afternoon on said, to retrieve from Goux and Boil- Ms way to San Francisco from New lot, the Peugeot teain", every honor
formerly resided here.
REMEMBER! our entire
a resident
York, where he has been attending they won from them last year. The
Philip Sanchez, formerly
stock of ladies and misses tailora general meeting of the Western first, the world's hour prize, is al
of this city, came in last night from
ed suits and iadies, misses
Mora for a few days' stay.
Union officials. Mr. Gaunt traveled ready theirs. The others, the French
in a private business car named Grand Prix race and the Indianapolis
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stulik of Den
and also
and
childpcn's
coat,
and was accompanied by
"Electric,"
ver, Colo., arrived in Las Vegas last
sweepstakes, are still the
our entire stock of men's and
his wife and a secretary.
A
car having
night for a few days' visit.
enemy's.
Clem Cooney, representative for the
go at
won the opening victory, it is planned
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J. A to fight the remaining battles with
American Tobacco company, was a
GEORGETOWN,
Kimbro, says: "For several years past this type.
business visitor here today.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has
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a
will
be
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in last night
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Frank
of other
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business
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O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross things were wrong. As a result their
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prices.
visitor here for a short time. ,
car Iran" Very smoothly but 'with" only
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ELEANOR JAFFA ENGAGED
Fe Railway company, was a business
to have things doped out so fine there
Following closely, on the announce- will be no question about a decisive
visitor here today from Topeka.
ment of the, engagement of Misa Britannic victory.'
Hoffman & Graubarth
O. P. Zottoman,
representative ml
in
came
company,
Piano
Julia Jaffa to Mr. Joseph Danziger of
Baldwin
the
Planning to shnke the jinx which
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Las Vegas, last night, surrounded by has pursued him during the last cou
last night from Albuquerque for a
close relatives and loved ones, Nathan
short business visit.
Phone Main 104
ple of seasons, Harry Grant, '"conse
Jaffa and. Mrs. Jaffa made known the cutive winner of the Vanderbilt in
P. W. Johnston, traveling passenger' agent for the Rock Island Railengagement of their youngest daugh- 1908 and 1909, has sailed' for England
business
was
ter, Eleanor, to Mr. Arthur Jaffa of to purchase a Sunbeam or Talbot car
lines,
way company
'
R. J. Schultz of 'Trinidad came in Trinidad, CoL, says the Roswell Rec for
visitor in Las Vegas today.1
entry in the next Indianapowho this afternoon for a short business ord. Eleanor Jaffa is ag, attractive,
Mr. and Mrs. Chris WIegand,
race. A series of try- lis
rearin
and
a
born
trip
girl,
from
visit.
returned
young
interesting
recently
outs is to determine his final choice.
H- Furthmore
ed in Roswell, receiving her education
Mr. and Mrs. W.
this afternoon for CaliforPaul Ziegler, the millionaire who
for sev- came in yesterday evening from their in Roswell schools; and at Santa Fe.
backed him last year, is furnishing the
nia, where they will remain
home in Chicago for a few days' visit. A year was profitably spent at
eral months.
kale.
Washington, D. C. Last year
Pat J. Murphy, better known as Architect B. W. Hart returned this
Should Grant hook up with the TalMan" who is a afternoon from Maxwell, where he Miss Eleanor was graduajte" with honMill
the
"Murphy
bot clique he will fall heir to the
of wool has been for the past few days on or from the Wolcott school, Denver.
representative of a number
shoes vacated by Percy Lambert when
Mr. Arthur Jaffa is the son of HMr.
.tii; m th aouth. was a business business.
killed at Brooklands recently in an
u- -;.
Walter Farkiu of Fitieburgh, Pa., Sol Jaffa of Trinidad-- -a very distant
visitor in iMa ves
to lower the world's hour recof arrived in Las Vegas yesterday aft relative of the Roswell Jaffa family. attempt
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Strawbridge,
wheel of a prospective Inat
the
ord
with Mr. Jaffa is now stationed in Santa
Dennison, Colo., are in Las Vegas ernoon for a two weeks' visit
dianapolis entry. Grant would do as
through relatives here. He fls the guest of Fe, being in the government service. well if not better than the Englishvisiting and will remain here
of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Lucas.
the holidays. They are the guests
man in America, it is thought, due to
MAKES BIG PROFIT
Mead.
Rufus
Mrs.
Jay Stern pnd Morton Stern, sons
their daughter,
his
greater experience.
New York, Dec. 18. The annual re
Wilson Mills, son of former Gover- of Mr. and Mrs. Jake Stern, arrived
Bostonian's reason for sticking
The
Railroad
nor and Mrs. W.' J. Mills, is in Las here last night to spend the holidays port of the Union Pacific
to Sunbeam and Talbot in his choice
comes company, made public today, shows
Morton
Vestas and will spend the holidays witlr thfir parents.
to lie in the long distance
Is that it made a profit of approximate is thought
he
where
here
arrived
Mo.,
from
Columbia,
with his parents. He
of these machines. Grant is
records
of
comes
its
ly $59,000,000 on the sale
last night from Detroit, Mich., where studying joudnalism and Jay
a driver who places his entire faith in
from Champaign, 111., where he has Northern Pacific and Great Northefn
Tie is now located.
his car, confident the others will fall
Miss Regina railroad shares and a profit of about
i
To the 24th ot December all hats been attending college.
the wayside if they attempt to pass
trim- Stern, a daughter of Mr. and . Mrs. $16,000,000 ,on its Southern Pacific by
po for 50c on the dollar. Hats
him. The last two times he drove
med free of charge. Pur hats remo- Stern, is expected to arrive in Las holdings.
at Indianapolis, however, his own
line of scarfs, auto Vegas this evening. She has been
New
deled.
did not last, carrying not even
cars
MORE TROUBLE FOR HANISH
visiting in Texas for the past several
veils and flowers. Mrs. Standish.
half way. No such luck Is expected
Chicago, Dec. 18. "Prince" Otoman
months.
.Adv.
to
be his next year.
Hanish, head of the Mazdasnan sun
cult, who was convicted only a short
time ago of sending obscene matter
TINKERING
through the mails,, was arraigned in STILL
answer
to
cour
the municipal
today
to a charge of immoral practices.
WITH MR. TINKER
The warrant against him was obtain
DO IT ELECTRICALLY
ed by the Juvenile Protective associa
tion, and names Maximilian S. Clark
as the principal witness. Clark Is baseball magnates succeed
now 23 years old.
.
in getting themselves a
O. D. Holder, who has been visiting
here since early August, left last
last night on train No. 8 for Chicago,
en route for his home In Birmingham,
Ala. Mr. Holder made many friends

OUR SALE IS ON
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A SUITABLE AND APPROPRIATE
XMAS GIFT

BILL COMPETE

MUTUAL MOVIES
H oi L'

CAR

ER

THE

AT

l:

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

-

CAPITAL

-

TRUST CO.
-

-

$114,0X3

EOO-ml-

r

r

,

500-mil- e

Actual Cost

.

.

Mexican Drawn
Work

Scrapes
I
H- Shawls
Brazilian Point
'7'
Doilies
....
Collars .
PLEASING GIFT Handkerchiefs
'

'

-

r

A

AT A

LOW PRICE

Etc., Etc.

a--

500-mil- e

Lolse-Phlllip-

THEM?

HAD

-

s,

That's just the reason. These were import
ed for our mail order business and we
have no room to display the goods so they
are all to go.
Always marked in plain figures. One
Fourth off makes a real Bargain. First
come first served.

'

M

..

I)

0

THE BEST ELECTRIC
XMAS

Lot of publicity'

GIEt
ifTK

There is a better, bigger electric
Christmas gift waiting for the home
without electricity. Wire the house
for electric service a$ a ChriJtmas
present to ail the family' tili'them
electric lisrht. and home comforts will

New

Eb-bef-

follow.
;

It is quite inexpensive, po df struc-tio- n
to any" part of your hoiise, no an-

t

;

noyance to you, and all of the work
will be skilfully handled by the "Dirt-les- s

Workman"
u.$

v.

:

-

VZ4

If your home is unwired here is the

best gift for the entire household.

a

Las Veffas Light & Power

Company
'.1

J' Red Cross seals should, in ac- cordancej with order No. 5,020
of the 'postoffice department,
"be affixed to the reverse side of
domestic mail matter," and not
on the address eide of "any pack- ages that are going through the
mail. They may
any- where on matter going by ex- press.. As many, seals may be
used on the back of a letter or.
package as may be desired. Care
should be exercised In sending
merchandise through the mails
ove- - tring
not t places-seals
with which the package is tied,
since; this 1 seats the package
against inspection and subjects
It to first class postage rates.
neu vruss seais may ne unea on
the reverse side of mail matter
sent to Austria, Germany, Great
Britain and most of the British
colonies, except India and Aus- tralia. Guatemala, Uruguay and
Portugal refuse to admit mail
e
stamps.
bearing
Certain European countries will
return tothe sender any mall
bearing Red Cross seals on the
address side. Red Cross seals
may be used- on the face of
checks, on bills, on legal docu- ments and on any commercial
paper. These Christmas seals
are not good for postage. They
will not carry any mail matter,
but any kind of mail matter will
carry them.

I

.9

M

1

-

Subscribe for The Optic.

Li

amount of the earnings of that line,
on improvements between Marysville,
Kan., and Grand Island, Neb., with ft
view, to using that portion
of tha
road as a section of a proposed new
Union Pacific main line between Kan-

sas City and the west.

-

pla-ctM-

i

the payment of dividends on St
Joseph and Grand Island stocks began in the federal court today before
Judges W. H. Munger and- - T. C.
Mungrr.
The complainants charge that the
WhfjreJfV''PS-l.ithat Union Pacific, which owns 70 per
ry"? Herrmann "of the Cincinnati club former Cincinnati manager and
to- Brooklyn for $25,000.
Ebbetts had stated that Tinker was ceni of the voting stock of the St
Ebbetts, fearing that Charles W. the property of the Brooklyn club and Joseph line, has spent an excessive
Murphy of the Chicago club might not was not for .sale or trade at any
oi x.iun
understand the status of the deal, price.
Murphyvreplle4;iby letter that he
telegraphed him December 12 not. to
confer with Tinker, Murphy wired had noti fieen. Tinker and had no inSANTA;,
in reply, commendirig Ebbetts for his tention ot conferring with him.
enterprise and added that "You need
ONLY 5
SUING THE U. P.
have no fear that Twill have anything
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 18. The case of
to say to Tinker." On Monday, DeDaisy Air Rifles, $1.&0 to $2.50
cember 15, Ebbetts telegraphed again the protective, .committee of minority
Single Barrel. Shot Gims,f 6,50
i!fH'-'
"
'
stockholders of the St. Joseph; and
to. Murphy;
.75o
Toy Guns
UnIft
Skates for boys and girl8-95- o
"Reported that you are quoted as Grand Island railroad against the
to re..
Balr .Bearing Skates, Ml ;
saying: 'If the Cincinnati club gives ion .Pacific Railroad, .company
on
a porstrain
certain
ill
I
improvements
start
negotiasizes
mk permission
i$1.75.
tions with, Tinker , right; away.!;. 'Tin- - tion of the former road and enforce
Christmas Candles, box wlflc
Candle Holders, d.ozen
5c
Tennis Rackets, 75c to
$3.50
Thermos Bottles, 100
Velocipedes, steel tires, $1.75
ker belong to the Brooklyn club.
18. President Please keep your hands off."
York, Dec.
Charles H. Ebbetts of the Brooklyn
Supplementing this telegram,
wrote to Murphy requesting that
baseball club made public today
the (deal Murphy meet and tell Tinker that the
relative .
GH Chicago club could not, i secure the
'

HOW TO USE RED CROSS
SEALS
.

i

Z3UU
JEWE LER.

Subscribe for The optic.

CLAUS. .'HEADQUAKTEnS
SHOPPING DAYS LEFT

'

,20 ferjtCetit Oil

4-

.

t

'

,

v

Reduction in Holiday Jewelry and All
Goods

keeping our stockialways fresh, we offer choice
Jewelry and everything' we have, much below its customary
value
Anything in our store is yours at 20 percent Discount for
Cash, a Material Saving, if you help us now to convert it
nto money.

our policy

of

'

:

.

Celler's jewelry Store.
-

Sixth St.
OPEN EVENINGS
521

-

to

$3.00

Velocipedes, rubber tires, $3
to
$4.50
$5.00
Hand Cars, $3.00 to
Express Wagons, 95o to $3.60
Si.ep.1 Coasters, $1 to
$2.00
$7.50
Tricycles, girts', $3 to
Toy Collapsible Carts, 50o
'3.50
to
Toy Rockers and Chairs, "c
to
?2 50
Is'ew lot Bissel's Carpet
$3.0
Sweepers .
1

'

!."Ladies' Desks
Musio Cablneta .;wt
Morris Chair
ilfvu .,..
Library Cases
Dressing Tables
Turkish Rockers
Combination Book Cases
Card Tables
Smokera' Stands
Parlor Suites
China Closest
Buffet
Library and Parlor TaWet
and

CtbleN'clsm
Toy
Ont

VI

c

C

C

.

C

i

s

c

l

SiX

jAHUFACTURESOF
CLOTHING HEAD

II
YORK

LIS

CITY'S

New York, Dec.

37,-00-

:

MOST
PORTANT INDUSTRY EMPLOYS 184,003

NEW

the most important industry is the
0
manufacture or clothing. Of the
textile mill operatives in Gotham
14,000 are employed in Brooklyn. The
Bronx has for its leading industries
metal working and the manufacture
of pianos and textiles. Queens and
Richmond have metal working as
their principal industry.
America Goes Round and Round
Is national and individual extravagance responsible for the financial
difficulties that confront the Ameri-ca- n
people today? That ia the question that has started a lively contro
versy between the New York university and the American Society for
Thrift The. thrift society from its
headquarters in Chicago ia inculcating old fashioned ideas of prudence
and the importance of living within
one's income. Its teachings are crifr
iclsed by the representatives of the
local university who cheerfully declare that Americans have abandoned
a "penny wise, pound foolish" policy,
a etatement that has brought down
upon them some caustic comment,
"Take the case of a cat chasing her
tall; the faster the tail goes the
faster must be the pursuit," Chairman
S. "W. Straus: of the American So- cieyt for Thrift wrot.e the university.
"The more we Americans spend, tbe
more desperate must be the effort
in the conflict to secure the where
withal to pay and the result of this
sort of thing has been a nithlessness
in business and a wantonness in living which is the most serious sort of
menace to any nation, and particularly to any republic The only ultimate result is the case of the cat

18.

IM-

According to

the latest figures Issued by the state
department of labor the most impor
tant Industrie In New York city are

ilio manufacturing of clothing and
millinery which, givs employment to
more thaa a quarter of a million
In the manufacture of
women's clothing more thaa 100,000
are engaged, while on men's garments
there are nearly 70,000, on women's
white goods 14,000, and in millinery
12,000, la the various lines of metal
forking more thaa 100,000 mea are
employed.
Printing and paper goods
are third on the list in the number of
(employes, there being upward of
In New York city there are
factories with 682,796 employes,
which represents more than 55 per
fent Qt the total factory population
f the Empire etate. In Manhattan
he ratio of employes Is higher than
In the other troughs, it having 68
per cent of the employes of the metropolis, Brooklyn 22 per cent, Bronx
4 per cent, Queens 5 per cent and
IMchtnon 1 per cent. In1 Brooklyn
--

34,-00- 0

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
Jefferson Raynolds, President
I S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
HaUot Raynolds, Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

when she reaches the whirligig speed
Is to have a fit. Let u stop before
the fit overtakes us. From other institutions of higher learning and
from public schools, statesmen and
men of prominence, the purpose of
the American Society for Thrift has
been commended as very necessary,
because of the prodigal spirit which
you maintain does not exist We re
spectfully submit that New York university, for the benefit of the Amer
ican people, might well reconsider its
dictum and give more serious thought
to the present day disregard of old
fashioned thrift."
Bureau for Grouches
The latest bureau to be established
In New York is the "Help the City
Complaint Bureau," duties of which
is to receive barehanded those sizzling shots right .off the bat of Gotham's pseudo efficiency experts, to
take the casual complaints and
chronic kicks and find out what they
are all about This bureau is in
charge of an expert "trouble mfin"
and eight assistants who investigate
all camplaints Bent to them by the an
noyed Oothamltes. In the short time
that the bureau has been In exlstenco
600 complaints have been registered.
Many of which were well founded
while others, upon rnvestlgatlon were
found to be only "kicks" from
chronic grouches. One man com
plained that the City Hall park was
swept every day during his lunch
hour and that it was impossible for
him to sit in the park because of the
dust that was raised during the
sweeping. Another objected to un
dertakers being allowed to advertise
their systems of burial on billboards;
a young man informed the bureau
that school hours should be from 9
a. m. td noon, and no longer, since
youthful constitutions could stand no
greater strain, and so on down the
list each individual with a different
complaint ranging from speeding au
tomobiles to crying babies. The bureau believes its power for good is
unlimited and it hopes, with the aid
of the residents of Gotham, to re
duce the annoying features of the
citiy to a minimum.
Washington Market Doomed
The famous old Washington mar
ket, located on West street. Is to be
torn down and a model sanitary struc
ture erected In its place. The present
market building is more than a cen
tury old. During recent years it has
become Inadequate and unsanitary
The market does an annual business
Many of the
of about Ji.000,000.
firms have been occupying stalls in
the present structure for more than
half a century. The new structure
The city will con
will cost $175,000.
tribute $75,000 of this sum. The re
maining $100,000 will be given by
the merchants who conduct their bus
Iness in the market. The money xmtrihiitpd bv the city will be spent in
erecting a new plant and the installa
tion of a suitable water supply and
drainage system. A modern refrig
erating plant will be built by the city
at a later data The money contributed by the merchants will be used
in Installing sanitary fixtures and
local refrigerating appliances.
--

'

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1. Center Block, Tel Main 1S
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

3W1

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

i

She
MERCHANTS

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and;Undivided Profits, $25,000.

CAFE

The Best Place to Eat

Breakfast, Dinner or Supper

In every department of Oahking" we
svre prepared to give the best of service

in Las Vegas

C.C. CLAYTON,

prop

517 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office

interest Paid on Time Deposits

LET US SEND YOU A MAN

1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT

Yil BOOS

To pot

our New Metal

.

WEATHER STRIPS
on yoor doors and windows to keep
out cold and

54 VE FUEL
FRANK R.EVELL
Contractor and Builder

PHONE

((rill;
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

f

hjr.e

Jiin

344.

Vegas 466

Professional Health Culture for Ladle
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
JONES-BOWER-

-

.

Wm. Wbalen, Prtp.

23

E.

A.

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

00

SOFT DRINKS
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

CAFE

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAY8 HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

CHARGED

CHAPMAN
KANSAS

PEOPLE

ENRAGED AT
THE RAISE IN THE PRICE
OF SODA WATER

Topeka,

Kaa.,

Dec.

18.

of the Kansas anti-trus- t
leged by a Topeka lawyer

in a letter

anti-trus-

Wheezing In the tunsrs indicates that
phlegm Is obstructing the sir passages.
SYRTJP
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
loosens the phlegm so that It can be
coughed up and ejected. Price 25c,
Sold by
50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Central Drug Co. Adv.

nil

ra'FiifiiiMvrrr
4

r'. iHamovi

tours, sea!et with
TnL
nihpi.
Ask
lrii!rr'--
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known as Best, Safwt.Alvrty

W

Reliably
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RATES

rOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

LODGE NO, 2, A. F. 4FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO
A. M. Regular eom
102 Meets avery
Monday night M
taunloatlon first and O. R. C. ball, on Douglas avenna at
third Thursday la 8 o'clock. Visiting members are aw
eaca month. Tidtlnf dlally welcome. J. C. Wertz, Pne
brothers cordially ln- - dent; J. T. Bahler. Secretary; O. at
rltari. Wan V) Ull.
Bally, Treasurer.
W. M., H. 8
Vttbnx,

A

Violations
law are al-

to Attorney General John S. Dawson,
In which it Js charged that Topeka
druggists have recently entered into
a combine and conspiracy to Increase
the price of soda fountain drinks. Investigation of the alleged violation of
t
the
law is demanded in the
letter and the communication will be
turned over to Attorney General John
S. Dawson aa soon as he returns from
Washington.
Recently prices of virtually all soda
fountain drinks were increased in Topeka, These Increases included egg
and nut concoctions as well as ice
cream drinks. This Is the dull season of the year In the soda fountain
business. As a result there has been
but little complaint about the increases
of 50 to 100 per cent in soft drinks.
But next summer it will be different.
Of course next summer the prices
may be reduced and the old schedules
of prices established, Again they may
not. So the matter of a general move
on the part of the soda fountain oper
ators to increase prices has been
checked up to the attorney general's
office for investigation.
The first Intimation of the increase
In prices was brought to the attention
of the attorney general through a To
peka lawyer whose name would not
be divulged. The letter to the state's
legal' department tells of the alleged
soda fountain trust in Topeka and is
in part as follows:
"On. or about December 1, certain
persons, firms and corporations en
gaged In operating soda fountains In
the city of Topefca, simultaneously
and manifestly by preconcerted action, adopted and posted in their
places of business lists or schedules
of prices of certain soft drinks dis
id fountains which materpenned a
the charges heretofore
increased
ially
made for euch drinks. For example
I quote from memory the price of
nut sundae was increased from 10 to
15 cents; egg chocolates from 10 to
15 cents; egg drinks with malted milk
from 15 to 20 cents; and last and to
my mind worst chocolate smooths
from 5 to 10 cents. For the last
named drink I cherish a strong predilection, which at the former price
I was able occasionally to indulge.
But I regret to say that the new price
will be prohibitive as far as t am con
cerned.
"It is true that some excuse exists
for raising the price of egg drinks, for
reasons obvious to all, but why raise
the price of nut sundaes? And espec
ially why raise the price of the hum
ble chocolate smooth the poor man's
Ice cream soda? I have not heard of
any increase in the price of nuts or of
ice cream, and besides, the average
chocolate smooth contains eo little ice
cream that any increase in the price
of the ingredients could not appreciably affect the price of tne drink.
"Now I submit that the acts related
constitute a 'trust' within the purview of section 1, chapter 2G3, laws of
1798, and embraced in chapter 81, gen
eral statutes of 1909, which defines a
trust as a 'combination of capital,
skill, or acts by two or more persons,
flrmsi or corporations,' etc., 'to in
crease or reduce the price of merch
andise, produce or commodities.' Un
der the facts stated, can there be any
reasonable doubt that this law has
been grossly violated?
"It may be that the Increased prices
will not bear heavily upon the public
at this; time of the year, but if they
prevail next summer the pinch will
be severely felt."
Attorney General Dawson is now in
Washington, where he went to argue
the constitutionality of the Kansas insurance law affecting the regulation
of insurance rates by the superintendent of insurance. When he returns to Topeka the complaint of the
Topeka lawyer will be considered. In
the meantime the price of chocolate
smooths, nut sundaes and egg drinks
with malted milk will be sold under
the new schedule adopted by Topeka
merchants.

CO

Years Practical Experience.
'
W. W. BOWERS
JONES

DECEMBER

ADVER-

Five eents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisement
net
charged
will be booked at apace actually sat
without regard to number of words.
Cash in advlnca preferred.

.a

8ntary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

wlKN'GHT8

NO. 2,

TEWPLAK-Reg--

ne.

conolava

LOCAL TIME CARD

p'lar

Ttmsj--

aoeotk at Ma-oala Temple at 7:M . m. 6. H.
Klakel
C; Chaa. Taiame, R. No. 2.
carder.
No. 4.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con

No. SS.
No. 10.

First class

cook.

217

Railroad avenue.

p. in

1:10 pi in
6:30 a. ra
4 : 20 p. m. .
6:35 p. m

.

.
.
.

Depart

.

.

p. m.
a. m.
p. m.

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

.

p. m.

a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

ATTOKNEYao

Trustee.

Girl

For YOU!

For

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-i-

1

It 's giving you
a present for do
ing something
M do
vou
nv4
1
j
way when you
leam how Much

:

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS'6 A A
STANDARD
S ILVER

JV

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
FIRST CLASS table board. . 217 Rail
Love at Woodmen o the World hall
road avenue.
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
WILL buy and sell cattle and horses. each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill, Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
n: m.
Montague, Local Deputy.
Vlsltlni
members are especially welcooe and
A Danaer Sional
cordially invited.
Hoarseness in a child that is sub
ject to croup is a sure eien of an an KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
proaching attack. Give Chamberlain's
cougn Remedy as soon as the rhild 'ourth Thursday in O. R, C, hall.
becomes hoarse and the attack may Pioneer building. Visiting members
ne waraea orr. For sale
by all deal are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
ers. Adv.
G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.
WISCONSIN

METHODS

--

2,000
1,000
200

EMPRESS
can be ob
tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

Each Del very ...

20c per 18t lbs.
.25c per 180
per 10S Ike
.
.40o per 1M Ike,
. M.M..M..50o per 161 Ida.

lbs, to 2,000 lbs.. Each
Ibt, to 1,009 lbs. Each

.
.

Delivery
Delivery
60 Ibt., to 200 lb., Each Delivery
Less than 50 Iba, Each Delivery

It.

,

...S0o

AG DA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters,

and Distributors' of Natural Ice, the Purliy
Made Las Vesaa famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

B torers,

lasting Qualities of Which Have

"The Best Medicine I Ever Used"
"Chamberlain's Tablets s the best
medicine I ever used for constipation,
biliousness and headache," writes
Mrs, A. W. Milne, St. George, Utah.
These tablets are very effectual, easy
and pleasant to take. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure ia taken internally, and
acts directly upon the blood and mu
cous surfaces. Hall's Catarrn Cure is
not a quack medicine. It was pre
scribed by one of the best physicians
in this country for years and is a
regular prescription. It Is composed
of the best tonics known, combined
with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two ingred'
lents is what produces such wonderful results in curing catarrh. Send
for testimonials, free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., To
ledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75o.
Take Halls' Family Pills for constipation, Adv.

FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

RETAIL PRICES

lbs., or More,

ANT Ads
Are Best
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Market Finders
ClasslUe? ad, ceateh eul the people te whom emonj tu s$
those who MIGHT BVY- - the parUealar tilHj to worm assi,

That property r vaat te sen U WOKTH MOfft v
woe reads the ada. la tua Mvspaper-Hwoali mere
tout property nnleea It vera eOverticed a ere.
ut

te?3

ei a

Other, who read and aajer ala. ia tkia acwrtefer waat (&M
are anxious to pay eaea for) books, amtomoMea,
m4 gM&!x,r
and furniture, artteiea of csalness ! air
aa mwlm$ m
trnmeata.

i

,

ciassinedt adu, an read fer ail fMsnvie hiyini,
ible uma ef fklxm, txy aave come te be finders ef tk
Aa tS
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Better EMPRESS
FLOUR really is. g
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

Miscellaneous

Madison, Wis., Dec. 18. Members
of the New York state industrial com
mission, accompanied bv several
prominent New York manufacturers,
came to Madison today and will spend
two days in studying the workings of
the Wisconsin industrial commission.
The visiting body is concerned chief
ly with the problem of uniting various
allied functions as is done under the
law establishing the Wisconsin board.

f you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR

For Rent

STUDY

.

p. m.

HUNKER & HUNKER
F. D. Pries. N. O.; Gua Lehman, V. G.; George A. Hunker. Chester A. Honkat
Attorneys-at-LaT. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Werta,
New Mexlaa
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery Las Vegas.

B. P. O. ELKS Meeta aecond and
for general house
fourth Tuesday evening of each
work. 813 National avenue.
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov.' Wm. J.
45sIq
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
FOR SALE Heating stove.
Inquire
1215 Seventh street
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street,-o- n
the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FOR RENT-Cott- age
in desirable Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
neighborhood, newly painted, papered, electric, lights. Low rate. cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Phone Purple 5301.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman East Las Vega3, N. M.
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers, phone L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second ano
Purple 5301.
fourth Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. halL Visiting
FOR RENT Two furnished
rooms brothers cordially invited. Howard T
for light housekeeping. Modern
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary
except heat. T. J. Carvill, 810 Lin- J. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 54t
coln.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
FOR RENT Five room house 91Ii day of the month In the vestry roonu
Second street. Inquire 820 Railroad of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock P
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
Avenue.
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Greenclay, Secretary.

WANTED

Depart
7:45
11:59
.
2:30
2:00

their hall on Sixth street All retina
brethren cordially Invited to atteiii

Wanted
WANTED

p. m
p. in
a. ni.. .

West Bound
Arrive

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE
NO.
1. Meets every Monday evenlnz at

E,

7:20
.11:54
2:25
. 1:35
.

vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic No.
A, Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No.
No.
Blood, Secretary.

OPTIC') NUMBER, MAIN

East Bound
Arrive

'
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Better Do Your Shopping at Once!
Progressive Las Vegas Merchants offer helpful suggestions for those who would
make acceptable presents to relatives and friends. They will be glad to assist
.
.
.
yow and invite you to look at their goods. . . . .
THE BROWNE THEATRE
MURPHEY'S DR.UG STORE What Makes a Better
Christmas Present

FRIDAY

HEADQUARTERS FOR XMAS PRESENTS

The Normal Glee Club and Orchestra

Admission 10 and 20c

PARISIANSHOPPING

BAGS, INITIAL BOX PAPER,

LATES, HUYLER'S

Cheapest and Best
Chsspest

CORRESPONDENCE

CANDIES, FRENCH PERFUMES,

BOOKS,

CARDS,

MESH

LIGGETT'S

BAGS,
CHOCO-

BRASS GOODS.

OUR CANDIES

Let MURPIIEY Settle Your XMAS GIFTS PROBLEMS

because your clothes don't need (o be
cleaned ajjain next day

MAKE THE BEST OF GIFTS
Everything- strictly first class and all candies fresh and
wholesome
-

'

'

E$2f

CHINA, GIFT

IVOR Y, CUT GLASS, HAND PAINTED

than, a couple of magazines or one of tie leading daily papers?
Leave your order at once at BAER'S CURIO STORE, 521
Sixth
street Call for an, "American Subscription Catalogue" to get
best clubbing rates. Close attention given your orders. Magazines and papers delivered promptly at your door.

because you are always pleased

TRY US THIS YEAR.

Simpkins Bros. Candy Co.

THE PARISIAN DRY CLEANERS

It Takes the
Ring to Keep
the Girl
Purchase

a

ring worthy of
It will be if it

the occasion.
comes from us.

J

J

Emenaker
The Jeweler

A Very Appropriate

Christmas Present

A black or browo felt slipper, fur top, for Mother.
A felt Romeo slipper for Father. A pair of red or
blue felt slippers for the children with fur or plain top
IFYOU WISH SHOES WE HAVE A COMPLETE

Hedgcock

STOCK

614 Doug1a.s Ave.

hy Not Let Us
7
aice you a
Christmas Present?
Pay us $7.50-- if you want the paper
by carrier. Pay us $6.50if you want
the paper by mail. And we will give
you The Daily Optic and your choice of
the following magazines for one year:
The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion

SPECIAL

CANDY

Variety Shop

that's the place the people
are talking about for Xraas
picture framing

1--

3

15 CENTS PER POUND AND UP

n

Special prices to Churches, Schools and other

large buyers

Potter Candy Co.
DON'T FORGET
That When in Need of

PUR.E WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER
You can obtain same by calling up Greenclay's Family LiLiquor House in
quor Store Main 212, the most
te

the state

Mexican Art Jewelry

OFF

Simmons Gpld Filled Neck
'
Chains, Lockets, Bracelets
and Ladies' Long Watch
Chains and Solid Gold Rings

Optic Publishing Company

including filigree and other souvenir goods make excellent
Christmas gifts

We

have the most original line in the West

Scbino Lujan
Bridge Street

jffflVirfr

First In First Served
703

-

Douglas Ave.

Buy'a'Perfcct

Protection Life
Insurance Policy
For your
Family's Xraas Present

W. F. Doll
Just Received
of fall and

Second shipment
winter suits. Classiest line

ever displayed in this city

From

II. S. VAN PETTEN
General State Agsnt

The Jeweler

509 6th. St.

Merchant Tailor

619 Douglas

We Have a Complete Line

Holiday Goods
For your Selection.
avoid

tSie

Come early and

WHY NOT AIS"IP
YP M. O. A.
FOR YOUR BOY9

rush

Co.
Central
Drug
ALL.
GOOD
Manayer
K. D.

Can You Think of a Eelicr Present?
V

e've 70 New But Can Take Care ol More

ft

PUHE ROME MADE CANDY

McCIures
13he

11

C?.AFEaY

"

-

AM FEU

ukJ

JI
Ll Linn .J
Made at the

Shumate Studio
are excellent Xmas Gifts.

.'

Fhone Main 221

try

-

r
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Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

and LELlL

A big dance for all

Thursday, December

The shipper sa.ys they are the very best

40

-

50 ond

GO

PER DOZEN

25.

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER

the farmer saying? Two
passes to Newton basketball game
for best answer. See Stearns' window.

Andres Pollack, who liveB in Mineral Hill, this morning applied at the
court house for $2 as bounty upon a
coyote killed by him recently.

qmiajo c luumcid
Direct from the Indian

A-

Reservations-Lar- ge

ssortmentfine colorings

- unique

'

patterns-a- ll

prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

NeW

ILFELD COMPANY

Mexico Largest Wholesalers

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS BAKING
you cannot afford to use
any but the best flour
which is of course Our
Pride. Don't run the risk
of spoiling the bread, the
pudding, the pie, the cake.
Order a sack of Our Pride
flour
and make sure
of that part of your supplies for the feast.

V

to-da- y

PHONE

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

131

At the Home of ii:o Best of Everything Eatable

The Finishing Touch for Your Christmas

Dinner

I

IIAYWARD

CO;

-

BOOTLEGGER

IS

KILLED

Bonner Springs, Kan., Dec. 18.
Rolla Harvey, an alleged bootlegger,
was killed and two other men were
wounded here today in a fight that
ensued when a posse of 15 men surrounded the city hall, on the second
floor of which Harvey was suspected
of conducting a "joint." More than
50 shots were fired.

OUCHER'S
Have You Tried
Our

UMll u 0
Rl AO

,

1

AVINfi FG1 H1BGE

STEEET IS ASSURED
COMMITTEE CIRCULATING
THE
PETITION REPORTS SUC
;

CESG LATE TODAY

The paving of Bridge street from
the county bridge to the Plaza is as
sured, according to the announcement
late this afternoon of the committee
in charge of securing signatures to
thu petition. Ninety per cent of the
property owners have signed a re
quest to the town council to pasa an
ordinance declaring it necessary to

paving is the variety most
favored by the property owners, who
declare they will make Bridge street
the prettiest thoroughfare In Greater
Las Vegas. A grade line has been es
tabllshed that has proved satisfactory
from an engineering standpoint as
well aa from the standpoint of the
The committee
property owners.
and
which circulated the petition
made the paving possible is compos
ed of Thomas Ross, Charles Danziger,
Mayor Lorenzo Delgado and Engineer

Sweet, Sour and
Dill Pickles, Sauer
Kraut

fliiinMrtiiii

EAT

This morning at 4:30 o'clock Mrs
Sophia UUlbarri, wife of Lazaro TJ11
barri, died after an illness of about
three years at her home on the West
side. She was 22 years of age and
had been married only about 18
months.. She is survived by her hus-The funeral will occur tomcLbasJ.
George B. Morrison.
row morning from the Church of Our
Lndy of Sorrows. Interment will be
Nat Goodwin Is to return to the In St Joseph's cemetery. Mr. tmstage in the former Willie C'olKer barri Is employed by the Santa Fe
farce "Never Sa? Die.
railway In the round house.
--

SCHISM ARK
For That Sa'.isfied Feeling

Fife Nuts, Etc Etc

Married men sometheir wives to the
send
times
as
an excuse to eat
country
here.
P. 3.

-

OPEN ALL NIGHT

i

i

f J"

FROM

30 TO

iNbRtolNjIZLAT
""VARIOUS

Fay our store a.
visit. It will pay us
'
,
both.
'

PRICES

OPEN EVENINGS

.

11;

if-z-

-

n

J.
in

to

Johnsen
& Son

C.

Christmas Furniture
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MOST

riKAt FOR YOUR MONEY
'
SWASTIKA COAL
n: '

V
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;

.WHOLE
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AND RETAIL

NewYork. If the death-ratot
twenty .jjears ago had been maintainA 40
ed, there would be 130 more.
per cent decrease In the death-rathas already resulted from the ad'
vances of sanitary science.
There is still upon us, he continued,
a great burden of preventable disease
and death. The large easy things,
the purification of public water supplies, the pasteurization of milk supplies are being accomplished. The
insidious spread of contact infection
can only be checked by the conduct
of life of the individual citizen, by
the diffusion of knowledge in the
home and the factory, and by the
building upon the knowledge of daily
habits of personal cleanliness, which
shall banish contact infection, as the
insect-bornplagues have been banished by our emergence from the
grosser filth conditions of the Middle
of

AUTHORITY TELLS

e

e

II

TO KEEP

HEALTH
GERMS ENTER THE BODY MOSTLY BY WAY OF FLY. FOOD
OR FINGERS
New York, Dec. 18 There are three
ways in which disease germs enter
the household, according to Professor
C. A. Winslow, who delivered the closing lecture on "Public Health" at the
American Museum ot Natural History
last night. They are brought In In
certain articles of food, by insects, or
by human "carriers" who are coming
down with disease or who are just
getting over it.
Food, flies and fingers, he said, ac
count for a large proportion ot our
contagious and infectious maladies.
Of foods, the three important ones
from this standpoint are water, milk
and raw shellfish, and the lecturer
was emphatic as ta the great impor
tance of supervising these three foods
and particularly of pasteurizing all
milk before consumption
Insect-hom- e
diseases have been to
some extent guarded against in civilized communities by greater cleanli
ness, which has driven out the grosser
vermin. Bubonic plague spread by
the flea is an excellent example. Two
great historic epidemics of the plague
began in the fourth and tbe eleventh
centuries and swept over the whole
civilized world. A third outbreak began In 1894, the lecturer declared, and
after killing elx million people in India, the Infection Bpreadrtoseaports
from England to Australia and from
California to Rrazil. Nowhere exceot
in Asia has it found loothold! because
the rata which h.arbor the bacillus
and the fleas which carry it from rat
to man are'kept unUer 'control.
Most of our communicable diseases
today spread from person to person,
Professor Winslow OTidrHy" tBore or
less direct contact, and the remedies
must be found in tha' detection and
isolation of the carriers, and in the
cultivation of habits of personal clean-lines- s
which prevent the transfer of
infectious material from one person
to another.
Much may be hoped from the development of a sanitary conscience,
the recognition on tbe part of each
man, women and child Qf the grave
responsibility which, ha may incur
by carelessly mingling with friends
andi neighbors when at the beginning
or end of an attack of communicable
.
disease.
The instinct of discrimination which
may be called the aseptic sense must
be cultivated, an Instinct which automatically keeps out of the mouth
not bacterlologically clean.
Our fathers lived happily-enougwithout bothering about these things,
said Professor Winslow, but our
fathers, brothers, and sisters died in
great numbers because of their Ignorance. Today there are each twenty-fou- r
hours 200 deathbeds in the city
'

:

pave, curb and gutter the street.

1

Liao-Yan-

TAFT TO PRESIDE AT DINNER
New York, Dec. 18. Arrangements
concluded today for the dinner to be
given at the Hotel Plaza tomorrow
night In honor of W. Cameron! Forbes,
late governor general of the Philip- of a notable
nlnpR. oidve nromise
r
;
'function. The
dinner has been ar-the Philippine society and
Dr. Frank H, H. Roberts, iresiaent ranged by
Club of America. Forthe
Harmony
of tie New Mexico Normal Univer
mer President William H. Taft will
sity, this morning announced that tie
and among the speakers will
commercial department of the Nor- preside
Dean
be
C Worcester, for 12 years
mal Will be continued following the
of the interior of the Phil
secretary
holidays, both, with the night and
and
Judge Alma F. Jenks.
Because of the sev- ippines,
day classes.
ering Qf Professor G. J Cornells connection with the school, several
Subscribe for The Optic
classes have been missed, but these
will be made nip after the vacation,
HitS'jiwpww
"l
according to Dr. Roberts. The department will be Jn charge of a new
AT
professor.

STORE

LIBRARY TABLES

DUKE

'
London, Dee. jIS The Grand Duke
Boris of Russia, a cousin of the em
peror of Russia, testified in rebuttal
today in the lord chief ustice's court
to allegations of miscdnthjo and cowardice brought againsha in ajtiag-azin- e
article. In connection. witfl, jth's
article he brought suit for libel
against the Frank A. Munsey com
pany, but the suit 'was settled out of
court on December 9
The grand duke, however, wished
to clear his character puDlicly. He
swore that there was no foundation
for the libel, denied that he had been
guilty of misconduct and testified that
he had been constantlyl under fire
for a fortnight during the operations
in Manin the vicinity of
churia, when the Japanese and Russian armies fought a desperate battle
in August, 1904. He said ne had participated as an effoced in the fighting in which the army under General
Count- Keller engaged the Japanese
and in which, General Keller was killed. He had ultimately been decorated by General Kuropatkin with the
Order of St. Anne for his courage, and
had since been repeatedly honored,
the emperor having given him a golden sword of honor inscribed "For
bravery."
Henry E. Duke, counsel for the defendants', then apolQglzed to the
grand duke on behalf of his clients,
saying the article had been published
without the knowledge of Mr. Munsey. He admitted that the words
used were extremely objectionable
and indefensible. The case was then
closed, the defandants agreeing to
pay all the costs.

The following postofflce will be
discontinued
after December 31:
Chapertto In San Miguel county, mail
to La Liendre; Hilario In San Miguel
couty, mall to Trementina; Mountain-vieIn Luna county, mail to Demimg;
Sapello In San Miguel county, mail for
this place to be sent to" Los Alamos.

Supreme Satisfaction Not Complete
Without It

J

BORIS OF RUSSIA PROVES HE IS
A HERO AND NOT CRAVEN
COWARD

125

Onal'IJohes":--iili:------- i-

Chaso & Sanborn's
SclI Brunei Coffee

THE ORAAF

W.

e

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHILES

FOR "KIBDING"

Leeming has purchased
residence .owned by Mrs.
the
J'Th(J WSn'ibers of the Eist'Las Vesjas
L. M. LittTeToh. Lincoln, known as the
Fire
department will begin tomorrow
Joseph Wright place. The sale was
a canvass of the city for the sale of
made by Edward E. Johnson.
tickets for the ' annual New Year's
Eve
ball, which will be given at the
Pablo Uli barri, aged 22, and CJeo-tildDuncan
opera house on December 3L
Encinias, aged 18, both residents:
of Las Vegas, were united in mar- Everybody is requested to be ready bj
tie firenien with a sinlle and a
riage this rtiorning at 6 o'clock. The greet
check.
The members of the departyoung people are well known here.
ment are requested to be at the city
O. T. Hutchinson has taken charge hall tomorrow morning at 9:30 o'clock
of the Felipe Baca shoe shop on to bgin the canvass.
Sixth street. Mr. Hutchison is an
"The Harmless One," a moving picexperienced shoemaker, having workture made in Las Vegas by Romaine
ed on the bench for several years.
Fielding for the Lubin company, was
O. T. Hutchison, an experienced shown at the Browne and Photoplay
shoemaker, is now In charge of the theaters last night. Capacity houses
People's Shoe Shop, formerly owned were present in each theater at each
Sixth, street. performance. The picture will be
by Felipe Baca, 507
Best suown again tonignt at tno f notopiay,
He solicits shoe repairing.
for the last time In Las Vegas. Sev
material, quick service. Adv.
eral local scenes and well known
The Y. M. C. A. farmer sign has faces are seen in the picture. Doubtbeen removed from the E. G. Murphey less a large audience will witness the
display window to the Stearns gro- presentation of. the picture again to
cery. The sign is attracting consid- night.
erable attention and many answers
Cecil Boucher has given The Optic
are expected within the next few
a
of an
issue of the
copy
days.
the college
Illini,
paper
Daily
The Woman's club committee is issued at the University of Illinois,
having great success in Its collection containing an account of the trial
of funds for use in charitable work and conviction of Augustus Penman
during the Christmas holidays. Per- for the murder of a young man named
sons wishing to make donations Shaw. Shaw was the owner of a rac
should do so through Mrs. Harriett Van ing automobile which Penman" waftted, and the latter killed the man de
Pet ten.
liberately for the purpose of getting
last the machine. Mr. Boucher knew the
The minimum temperature
night was nine degrees, according to men while a student at the Illinois
O. L. Hargrove, volunteer
observer university.
at the New Mexico Normal University. This is the second coldest night POTTER'S POPULARITY CONTEST
Standing of the most popular ladies
this winter,-- ' the lowest temperature
In
Las Vegas:
week
a,
about
ago.
eight)
degrees
being
415
Mary1 Hays
385
.
rr
Work on the new office on the sec- Ethel Mahon
325
Wells
Nellie
ond floor of the Santa Fe depot is
320
progressing rapidly, and, according to Liela Brown
310
---the officials, will be completed within Alice Regensberg
250
the next) week. This room Is to be Chella. Van petten
210
used as a telegraph, and registering Katherlne Seellnger
135
Clements
office and will prove a big timesaver Lucy
-- - 125
Bertie Leonard
for conductors on passenger trains.
George

store.

HIINSEY HAS TO PAY

Ludwig Ilfeld this morning received
a letter from Romaine Fielding. Mr.
Fielding stated that his company Is
located nicely in ' Galveston and Is
getting some beautiful water scenes.
Mr. Fielding asked Mr. Ilfeld to convey his best wishes tp' all of his
'' '
friends.

The regular meeting of Chapman
lodge No. 2 A. F.and A..M. will be
held this evening .aJillO o'clock. All
memDers ana visitors, requested to oe
'.
present.

chased from our

The admirers of realistic drama and
religious plays will not forget the
presentation of "The Apparition of
Our Lady of Guadalupe to the Indian
Juan Diego." The event took place
A. D. 1513. A laughable but moral
farce will be rendered In addition. It
is called "Don Patricio."
This entertaining event will occur
at the hall of the. Sisters of Loretto
tonight Raising of the curtain will
occur at 8 p. m. sharp. Tickets at
Shaefer's and Red Cross drug stores.

Correct Garments for Men

Recalled Every
Day in the Year
In the presents pur-

.

Taichert's
Clothind Store

Adv.

CRAFTS

ARTS

OF OUR LADY OF
"APPARITION
GUADALUPE" AT LORETTO
CONVENT HALL

Come in and have first choice

"What Is

H

HOLLAND-DUTC-

"'TONIGHT

35c

Miss Alta Craven, has entered the
employ of Bacharach, Brothers as a
wrapping clerk during the holiday
season.

CHR1STMA

L5MEEET5

""

in securing the entire output
of neckwear from a New York
Manufacturer at half price.
Values to ;SelR. att SOo and
75c we are offering at

Finch's Golden Weddlnig Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

PLAY

TO BE GIVEN

FORTUNA TE

once,
J. P.

1913

Ve Are Distributers of

WE HAVE BEEN

e

Cent

18,

RELIGIOUS

ECKWEAR

Adv.

my residence ,and automobile.
Earickson, Adv.

yeetrs
PRICES VERY REASONABLE
-

5:32

B. hall

For Sale Cheap if taken at

thcvt.have been shipped in a. number of

3B

at

at F.

DECEMBER

CHRISTMAS

Try a dram ol Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

the Season

Of

LOCAL NEWS

I

We Have the First Car of

N

THURSDAY,

e

Ages.

These fruits of the sanitary conscience, the speaker added, are little
things, and therefore hard things;
but they are fraught with the possibility of large results to human health
andi human happiness.

STATE CONVENTIONS
TO APPROVE ACTION
REPUBLICAN

NATIONAL

COMMIT-

TEE PUTS REORGANIZATION
UP TO THE PARTY
Washington, Dec.

18.

Ratification

state conventions or
organizations of the reappor-

by republican

state

tionment of delegates
to national
conventions, adopted by the national committee yesterday, is to be urged
as soon as possible, according to
members of the committee who remained here today.
The first formal step will be made
In an address to the state convention
to be Issued soon by a special committee appointed by the national committee for that purpose. Charles B.
Warren of Michigan is the chairman
of the special committee and associated with him In drafting the message will be former Governor Hadley
of Missouri and Governor Hatfield of
West Virginia.
Mr. Warren announced today that
the special committee would meet immediately after the holidays.
Tho
message will contain the. details of
the reapportionment scheme which
was adopted with, only seven dissenting votes and afterwards made unanimous.
;
Approval of the plan must be made
by January 1, 1915, by conventions to
,

states representing a majority of the
votes in the electoral college.

TO MARK BOUNDARY

Washington, Dec. 18. A monument
In each state along the Canadian
boundary to mark the line and commemorate 100 years of peace between
the United States and Great Britain
was proposed in a bill today by Senator Jones of Washington, which
asts a $500,000 appropriation for the
purposa

